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Synopsis
Introduction
Geometrically frustrated magnetic systems have been the object of many theoretical
and experimental studies [1, 2, 3] for several decades now. These are systems in which
all the spin interactions cannot be simultaneously satisfied because of the connectivity
of the lattice. This opens up the possibility to have unconventional magnetic order or
even novel spin liquid states without any long range spin order at low temperatures.
The earliest theoretical model for geometric frustration was provided by Wannier [4]
in 1950, who showed that the Ising antiferromagnet on the triangular lattice has
very different behaviour compared to an antiferromagnet on a bipartite lattice (e.g.
square lattice) in that there is no magnetic order down to zero temperature. On the
triangular lattice, it is impossible to construct a spin configuration where each spin
is anti-aligned with respect to its neighbours on any triangular unit. From the point
of view of real materials, there are many examples [1, 2] in which the magnetic ions
are arranged on non-bipartite lattices based on triangular units like the triangular,
kagome and the pyrochlore lattices (see Fig 1).

Pyrochlore

Kagome

Triangular

Figure 1: Examples of some lattices composed of triangular units where all exchange
interactions cannot be simultaneously satisfied because of the connectivity of the
lattice.
iii
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Geometrically frustrated systems often have many local minima in their classical
energy landscape, or even a macroscopic number (i.e., number of ground states is
exponential in the number of sites of the system) of classically inequivalent ground
states [3]. For example, the triangular lattice Ising antiferromagnet has a residual entropy (at zero temperature) which is extensive [5] (S/kB N = 0.323). Other examples
are the Ising antiferromagnet on the kagome lattice and the Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the kagome and the pyrochlore lattice. On the other hand, XY and Heisenberg
antiferromagnets on the triangular lattice have a unique ground state, the 120◦ Neel
state (see Fig 2), even though not all bonds are fully satisfied.
Such highly frustrated systems, where the residual entropy is extensive, are very
susceptible to the effects of perturbations [3]. The reason is the following: Different
ground states are not related to each other by any symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
and the degeneracy is purely accidental. Thus, a perturbation would, in general, lift
this degeneracy since it is not protected. Various physical mechanisms like singleion anisotropies, further neighbour interactions and lattice distortions are present as
perturbations in any realistic experimental situation. The interplay of these perturbations in the ground state manifold of the nearest neighbour interaction Hamiltonian
can give rise to complex magnetic phases at low temperatures in geometrically frustrated magnets. For example, in the Ni2+ (S = 1) based kagome antiferromagnet
Ni3 V2 O8 [6], first and second neighbour exchange interactions compete with smaller
anisotropic terms to give rise to a rich phase diagram consisting of different incommensurate and commensurate phases in the presence of a magnetic field.
Even in the simplified nearest-neighbour Heisenberg antiferromagnet on such frustrated lattices, it is very interesting to ask how much of the classical picture at S → ∞

survives quantum fluctuations when considering low spin like S = 1/2, 1, 3/2 etc. On
bipartite lattices, the classical ground state remains a good caricature of the true

quantum ground state for small spin length S. In the classical limit, the ground
state for the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian on bipartite lattices (like the
~ = S n̂ on one
square lattice in 2D and the cubic lattice in 3D) is the Neel state with S
~ = −S n̂ on the other. The staggered magnetization acts as the order
sublattice and S
parameter for this state which breaks spin rotation symmetry. Neel order indeed
survives even for small spin S = 1/2 [7] on the square and the cubic lattice.

However, for highly frustrated systems, since the classical energetics fails to pick
up a unique ground state, the answer is far from obvious. The true quantum ground
state can turn out to be any linear combination of the classical ground states and
might lead to unusual magnetically ordered states. A controlled way to analyze
quantum fluctuations is to do a 1/S expansion, which amounts to a semiclassical

v
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√
Figure 2: The 3 × 3 state on the kagome lattice which is stabilized at large-S and
the 120◦ Neel state on the triangular lattice.
treatment of the full problem. Another exciting possibility is to see a spin liquid state
in such models when the spin length becomes small. Quantum fluctuations might then
become so strong that they destabilize any order present in the large S version. There
is good numerical evidence on the triangular lattice [8] that the 120◦ Neel order (see
Fig 2) survives the effects of quantum fluctuations down to S = 1/2, albeit with
the order parameter reduced by about 59% from its classical value. Less is known
with certainty for the kagome lattice for small values of S. Within the semiclassical
treatment, it has been shown [9] that quantum fluctuations select coplanar states at
leading order. These are still massively degenerate, and this degeneracy is lifted [10]
√
√
at the next order to give the 3 × 3 state (see Fig 2) as the large-S ground state.

There have been many studies of the kagome antiferromagnet [11, 12, 13, 14] aimed
at understanding the extreme quantum limit of S = 1/2 but there is still no definite
answer, even though there have been proposals of spin liquid states [15, 16] and
valence bond crystal states [17, 18, 19] as the candidate ground state.

In this thesis, we study S ≥ 3/2 kagome and triangular lattice antiferromagnets

with the following spin Hamiltonian

H=J

X
hiji

~i · S
~j − D
S

X
i

(Siz )2 − B

X

Siz

(1)

i

where J is the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange and D is a single-ion uniaxial
anisotropy of the easy axis type. B is an external magnetic field applied along the
easy axis. This type of anisotropy is induced by local crystal fields through spin-orbit
coupling, and is a perturbation which is present in kagome and triangular magnets
because of the layered nature of materials. We consider the case where the uniaxial
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anisotropy D dominates over the Heisenberg exchange J. For the pure Heisenberg
model on the two lattices, the ground states typically involve coplanar arrangement
of spins. However, collinear spin arrangements are preferred in the presence of a
strong unaxial single-ion anisotropy. There are examples amongst rare earth magnets
where uniaxial anisotropy is the dominant term. The pyrochlore spin ice compound
Ho2 Ti2 O7 is one such example [20] where D ∼ 50K while (ferromagnetic) J ∼ 1K.

The kagome antiferromagnet Nd-langasite (Nd3 Ga5 SiO14 ) is another example [21]
with D ∼ 10K and J ∼ 1.5K. The classical ground states of such collinear spins are
extensively degenerate, but in contrast to the isotropic case (D = 0), the effects of
quantum fluctuations in selecting the low temperature state can be studied in a much
more controlled way, and this is the focus of the work presented in this thesis.
In the following I shall describe the methodology used to tackle the problem and
the main results.

Basic Approach
Effective Hamiltonian: When D dominates over J, the system prefers collinear spin
configurations with Siz = σi S (with σ = ±1). Due to the frustrated nature of J, the
anisotropy D need not be very large to induce collinearity. In the classical (S → ∞)
limit, the system prefers a collinear state for D > J on the kagome lattice and
D > 3J/2 on the triangular lattice. In this regime, we expect an analysis based on
the smallness of J/D to give reliable results. Quantum fluctuations are absent in
the limit J/D → 0, and can be studied in a controlled fashion for small J/D. We
therefore use J/D as the expansion parameter in a systematic perturbative approach
that allows us to calculate the effective low-energy Hamiltonian and the resulting
low-temperature phases. We split up the Hamiltonian H as H0 + H1 where
H0 = −D
H1 = J

X

X
hiji

(Siz )2

(2)

i

Siz Sjz +

X
JX + −
(Si Sj + h.c.) − B
Siz
2
i
hiji

We then use standard degenerate perturbation theory [22] to obtain the effective Hamiltonian that encodes the splitting of the Ising subspace to each order in
J/D. In the effective Hamiltonian approach, real quantum fluctuations (i.e., tunnelings between classical ground states) can be studied on an equal footing with virtual
quantum fluctuations. The real quantum fluctuations are difficult to treat in a 1/S ex-

vii

pansion (another controlled way to study quantum fluctuations) because they appear
as non-perturbative events in a large-S expansion.
We show that while quantum transitions between different classical ground states
is the dominant mechanism for degeneracy splitting below a critical spin length Sc =
3/2, the situation for all S > Sc is entirely different. Here, virtual quantum transitions
dominate the energetics, leading to ‘potential energy’ differences between different
classical ground states. Because of the classical nature of the leading term of the
effective Hamiltonian, it is simpler to deal with both analytically and numerically
than the full quantum problem.
Dimer model simulations: When T ≪ JS 2 (but above the scale introduced by

quantum fluctuations), the collinear spin configurations which control the physics
have a constraint in terms of spins on each triangle of the lattice. Such states can be
represented as dimer coverings of classical close-packed dimer models on different lattices depending on the lattice on which the spins reside (kagome or triangular). Dimer
models are defined by a phase space consisting of dimer coverings, in which dimers
occupy a certain fraction of bonds on the lattice, and satisfy some given constraint
on each site of the lattice. The energy difference induced between different classical
states due to virtual quantum fluctuations can be conveniently written as a potential
energy in this dimer subspace, so that different dimer coverings are now weighted
according to this energy. For such dimer models, there are highly efficient MonteCarlo algorithms [23, 24] based on non-local updates and we use these algorithms to
perform numerical simulations to complement the analytics.

Kagome antiferromagnet in field
Low spin (S = 1/2, 1) isotropic Heisenberg model on the kagome lattice has been
analyzed in the presence of an external field and there is good evidence from exact
diagonalization studies [25] for the existence of a M/Msat = 1/3 magnetization plateau
which survives in the thermodynamic limit. The plateau state seems to be a collinear
UUD spin liquid –meaning that it is a quantum superposition of states composed of
↑↑↓ spin tilings on each triangle of the kagome lattice. Note that quantum fluctuations
play a crucial role in stabilizing the plateau at T = 0 as the magnetization plateau
disappears in the classical limit.
In our work, we consider the case when anisotropy D dominates over the Heisenberg exchange J. In this case, a M/Msat = 1/3 magnetization plateau exists even at
a classical level when collinear states are preferred due to an anisotropy D. When
D ≫ J, the m = 1/3 magnetization plateau exists over a range of field 0 < B < 4JS.
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The m = 1/3 plateau is characterized by a 2:1 constraint that requires two spins on
each triangle to be maximally polarized along the field, and one minority spin on each
triangle to be maximally polarized anti-parallel to the field. States that satisfy this
2:1 constraint on each triangle are still macroscopically large in number. The m = 1/3
ensemble can be conveniently represented by encoding the presence of a minority spin
by placing a dimer on the corresponding bond of the underlying honeycomb lattice
(see Fig 3). The local ↑↑↓ constraint on each triangle implies that each site of the
honeycomb lattice has a dimer coming out of it, and that no two dimers touch each
other. The low temperature physics on the plateau is then determined by the leading
order effective Hamiltonian that acts within this dimer subspace.
Because of the strong 2 : 1 constraint, the first term that breaks the degeneracy (for any S ≥ 3/2) of states in the dimer subspace is a diagonal term that

occurs at O(J 6 /D5 ) due to virtual quantum fluctuations. In contrast, the leading
off-diagonal term in the effective Hamiltonian due to real quantum fluctuations is
at O(J 6S−2 /D6S−3 ). Thus, the only case where off-diagonal terms dominate the low

energy physics is the S = 1 case. It was recently shown that a one-third magnetiza√
√
tion (m = 1/3) plateau with 3 × 3 collinear order is obtained in the presence of

a magnetic field directed along the easy axis [26] in the S = 1 case. As we show in
Ref [27], the case for all spin S ≥ 3/2 is entirely different.
The effective Hamiltonian for S = 3/2 takes the following form [27]


J7 X
J6 X 1
|71 ih71 | − c2 6
(|73A ih73B | + h.c.)
H = +c1 5
D
6
D
7
7

(3)

where 7m (m = 0, 1, 2, 3) denote hexagonal plaquettes with m dimers and 73A , 73B
represent the two flippable dimer configurations with three alternating dimers on a
2187
hexagonal plaquette. The values of the coefficients are c1 = 16384
≈ 0.1335 and
27
≈ 3.3×10−3 . The potential energy V (S) ≡ c1 (S)J 6 /6D 5 has been calculated
c2 = 8192

for general S, and the result is V (S) = (2S)6J 6 /1024(2S − 1)5 D 5 . We have also
used the semiclassical large-S expansion procedure of Ref [28] and calculated the
semiclassical effective Hamiltonian in the large-S limit: The leading O(J 6 /D5 ) term

obtained by expanding the semiclassical result in powers of J/D agrees precisely with
the large-S limit of the perturbative result obtained above for arbitrary S.

The low temperature physics is thus well-described by a classical dimer model with
weights associated with the potential energy term in the effective Hamiltonian. This
classical potential energy is minimized by any configuration with no hexagon having
precisely one dimer on it. As there are a large number of such configurations, a more
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0
1

T0

2

Figure 3: Sublattice rotation symmetry breaking on the m = 1/3 plateau: Dotted
lines denote alternating arrangement of spins with average moment zero; up arrows
correspond to Sz = +S. Dimer representation of low energy m = 1/3 configurations
is also shown.
detailed analysis is needed to elucidate the nature of the low temperature state. For
doing this, we have employed a generalization of the procedure of Refs [23, 24] to
efficiently simulate an interacting classical dimer model with this potential energy
term—our algorithm employs non-local loop updates but preserves detailed balance
in order to generate the correct equilibrium Gibbs distribution at temperature T .
As the temperature is lowered to below Tc ≈ 0.23V (S), we find that the system
undergoes a transition to a state with (sublattice) rotation symmetry breaking as
shown in Fig 3: In this simplest schematic of the ordered state, one spontaneously
chosen sub-lattice of spins acquires the maximal polarization +S along the field. In
order to satisfy the strong 2 : 1 constraint on each triangle, the spin moments on
the other two sub-lattice sites then alternate +S, −S . . . in one of the two possible
alternating arrangements along a stripe. This ordering can be conveniently characterP
ized using a Z3 sublattice order parameter Φ = p mp e2pπi/3 , where mp denotes the
sublattice magnetization of the pth sublattice (Fig 3). Note that the U(1) spin rotation symmetry of the Hamiltonian stays unbroken for collinear states. A very similar
ordering was suggested earlier for an isotropic kagome antiferromagnet in field in the
semiclassical limit [29].
This system also provides us with an interesting example of glassy physics without
the presence of disorder. Although the fully equilibriated system only breaks rotation
symmetry by forming disordered stripes, this equilibriation is achieved in our numerics
because the algorithm incorporates non-local loop updates that can flip a macroscopic
number of spins in one move. In the experimental system, the dynamics is of course
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purely local. Such local spin flips cost significant potential energy, and the system
needs to change the internal state of an entire stripe to avoid this potential energy
penalty. Systems with very similar potential energy landscapes have been the subject
of earlier studies which demonstrate that the time-scale for changing the internal
state of a stripe diverges rapidly with system size if the dynamics is local [30]. It is
thus clear that the low temperature phase displays glassy freezing of the stripes.
We have also numerically studied the behaviour of the system for Tc . T with
purely local two-spin exchange dynamics satisfying detailed balance, and monitored
the temperature dependence of the single-spin autocorrelation function for a range of
moderately large values for the ratio JS 2 /V (S). In these simulations, the magnetic
field B is fixed to its nominally optimal value B = 2JS which places the system close
to the center of the m = 1/3 plateau. Note that the ratio JS 2 /V (S) is kept finite
as we wish to explore the higher temperature dynamics, and configurations outside
the ‘dimer subspace’ are allowed but exponentially unlikely (as opposed to forbidden).
We find that the single spin autocorrelation time τ increases very rapidly as we lower
the temperature. Indeed, τ (T ) can be fit well by an activated functional form of the
Vogel-Fulcher type τ (T ) = exp(∆/(T − Tf (L))), thus extending further the analogy
to other models of glass-formers [30].
To summarize, we have predicted an unusual sublattice ordered m = 1/3 magnetization plateau at low temperature in S ≥ 3/2 kagome antiferromagnets with strong
easy axis anisotropy that breaks sublattice rotation symmetry but not translational
symmetry. This is also an interesting example of slow glassy dynamics in a spin
system without any disorder.

Kagome and triangular antiferromagnets in zero field
The kagome and triangular lattice Ising antiferromagnets do not show any magnetic
order down to T = 0 [5]. In both the cases, the T = 0 ground state is obtained
by requiring that there is exactly one frustrated bond (connecting a pair of aligned
spins) on each triangle. This ‘minimally frustrated’ ensemble of states has a residual
entropy of 0.502kB (0.32kB ) per site in the kagome (triangular) case. This macroscopic
entropy ensemble of ground states can be conveniently represented by dimer coverings
on the dice (honeycomb) lattice dual to the kagome (triangular) lattice, wherein a
dimer is placed on every link of the dual lattice that intersects a frustrated bond of
the original spin configuration. In the kagome case, spin correlators averaged over this
ensemble yield spin correlators that are very short ranged. In the triangular case, the
spin correlators are not long range ordered, but correlations at the three-sublattice

xi

wavevector rapidly builds up with decreasing temperature.
When D ≫ J, the low energy states selected by the anisotropy map on to the
configurations of the corresponding classical Ising antiferromagnet. However, as we
show [31], quantum dynamics arising due to the transverse spin components leads to
a multi-spin interaction which makes the low temperature behaviour very different
from the classical Ising case in both the kagome and the triangular lattices. When
D dominates over J, the leading D term picks collinear spin states. The low energy
physics in this collinear regime, which can be described by Ising pseudo-spin variables
σ:Siz = σi S with σi = ±1, is then best described in terms of an effective Hamiltonian
H that encodes the splitting of this degenerate Ising subspace.
For any S > 3/2 [31], the effective Hamiltonian takes the following form (to
O(J 3 /D2 )):
H = J1

X
hiji

where J1 = JS 2 , J2 =

σi σj − J2

S3J 3
,
4D 2 (2S−1)2

X 1 − σi σj
hiji

2

(σi Hi + σj Hj )

(4)

and the exchange field Hi ≡ Γij σj with Γij = 1

for nearest neighbours and zero otherwise. In the above, the first term corresponds
to the leading effect of the z component of the spin exchange, while the second term
arises from the effects of virtual quantum transitions of pairs of anti-aligned spins out
of the low energy Ising subspace. An additional O(J 2S /D2S−1) pseudo-spin exchange
term, representing real quantum transitions, is subdominant for S > 3/2.
When J2 ≪ T ≪ J1 , the physics is controlled by the ground states of the corresponding Ising antiferromagnet. In these ground states each triangle has exactly
one frustrated bond connecting a pair of aligned spins. This ensemble of ground
states can be conveniently represented by dimer coverings on the dual dice lattice in
the kagome case and the dual honeycomb lattice in the triangular case. A dimer is
placed on every link of the dual lattice that intersects a frustrated bond on the direct
lattice. This defines a hard-core dimer model on the honeycomb lattice (dual to the
triangular lattice) where no two dimers touch each other. On the dice lattice (dual to
kagome lattice), a hard dimer constraint is operative only on the 3-coordinated dice
lattice sites, while the 6-coordinated sites have a soft constraint that an even number
of dimers touch them.
Quantum fluctuations make their presence felt once the temperature is comparable
or below the scale J2 . To understand the behaviour at such low temperature, we
analyze the effects of the multispin interaction term J2 projected in the minimally
frustrated Ising subspace. We show that the complicated looking J2 term can be
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written in the following compact form [31] in dimer language by using the constraint
that all spin configurations in this subspace have exactly one frustrated bond per
triangle:
HD = 2J2

X
P

n2 |nP ihnP |

(5)

where |nP i denotes elementary plaquettes with n dimers on their perimeter.

Kagome lattice: It is shown that this potential energy HD is minimized [31] for
the dice lattice when elementary plaquettes with no dimers on their perimeter are
disallowed. In spin language, it implies that no spin should be the minority spin of
both the triangles to which it belongs. We find [31] that it is possible to construct a
large subset of states with macroscopic entropy satisfying the rule, and all related to
each other by local spin flips.
We perform detailed Monte-Carlo simulations of HD to further investigate the
effects of the J2 term. In order to obtain reliable numerical results, we have developed
a new loop algorithm [32] that can handle the non-trivial Boltzmann weight associated
with HD as well as keep track of the different constraints on the 3- and 6-coordinated
sites. We see no evidence at all of any phase transition as we lower the temperature
to access the T → 0 limit. Although there is no transition, we find that the liquid
state at low temperature is quite different from the intermediate temperature Ising
paramagnet. A clear signature of this crossover to the semiclassical spin liquid regime
can be obtained by monitoring the spin structure factor (that can be probed in neutron

scattering experiments) S(~q) = |S0 (~q) exp(iqy /2) + S1 (~q) + S2 (~q) exp(iqx /2)|2 where
Sα (~q) is the Fourier transform of the spin density on sublattice α of the Kagome lattice
and qx (qy ) refers to the projection of ~q on to lattice direction T0 (T1 ) measured in units
of inverse Bravais lattice spacing (Fig 3). The spin structure factor (S(~q)) evolves
continuously (see Fig 4) from being quite featureless in the classical cooperative Ising
regime T ∗ ≪ T ≪ J1 to developing characteristic crescents of high intensity diffuse
scattering in the low temperature semiclassical spin liquid regime T ≪ T ∗ where

T ∗ ∼ 1.3J2 . Precursors of these features are already present at a temperature scale
T ∼ 2T ∗ . This is in sharp contrast to the S = 1 case where the quantum dynamics
connects different classical ground states and induces spin nematic order [26].
Experiments on Nd-langasite: Recent experiments on the spin-9/2 easy axis Kagome
antiferromagnet Nd-Langasite have seen a liquid-like state with fluctuating moments
and no long range order down to 50mK. From the estimated values [22] of the
isotropic exchange interaction and the single-ion anisotropy (J ∼ 1.5K, D ∼ 10K),
the crossover from a classical cooperative Ising paramagnet to a semiclassical spin
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Figure 4: Spin structure factor S(~q) shown for three different temperatures, showing
crossover to semiclassical spin liquid regime for the easy axis kagome antiferromagnet.
Here qx (qy ) refers to the projection of ~q on to the lattice direction T0 (T1 ) (see Fig 3)
measured in units of inverse Bravais lattice spacing.
liquid only occurs for temperatures significantly below 50mK (T ∗ ≈ 16mK) in this
model with an isotropic exchange and a simple single-ion anisotropy term (which is
expected [22] to be a good starting point for Nd-Langasite).
We therefore expect a simple classical Ising description to work fairly well for the
bulk of the temperature range studied in the recent low temperature experiments.
Since correlations in the cooperative Ising paramagnet are extremely short-ranged and
featureless, this is consistent with the fact that data from recent neutron scattering
experiments (which probe the spin structure factor) show nearly featureless diffuse
scattering that can be fit quite well to a model [33, 34] of spin correlations in which
nearest neighbour spins are correlated, but there are no correlations of spins further
away from each other.
Triangular lattice:
On the honeycomb lattice (dual to triangular lattice), HD is minimized [31] by
requiring that all hexagons have precisely two dimers on their perimeter. It can be
shown that the entropy of such states is sub-extensive. All such dimer configurations
only include dimers of at most two different orientations on the honeycomb lattice
(in which all nearest neighbour bonds have one of the three possible orientations)
and the bonds of the remaining orientation have no dimers on them. This suggests
a breaking of rotational symmetry. From numerics, we indeed find [31] that below
a critical temperature Tc ≈ 1.67J2 , the system orders into a orientationally ordered

state (Fig 5) in which the mean Ising exchange energy on a link of the triangular lattice
depends on its orientation, but not its position. A Z3 order parameter to characterize
P
this symmetry breaking can be written down as Φ =
p −Bp exp(2pπi/3), where
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Figure 5: Orientationally ordered state on the triangular lattice. The average Ising
exchange energy of the blue (dark) bonds is lower than that of the green (light) bonds.
The representation of the triangular lattice spin configuration in terms of dimers (dark
bonds) on the dual honeycomb net is also shown.
Bp denotes the average of the Ising exchange energy σi σj on all links hiji of the pth

orientation (p = 0, 1, 2) on the triangular lattice. In this ordered state, the Ising
pseudospins are antiferromagnetically arranged in parallel rows oriented along one
spontaneously chosen principle direction of the triangular lattice. This is in sharp
contrast to the S = 1 case [26] which has coexisting three-sublattice spin-density
wave order for the z component of the spin, as well as spin-nematic order in the
transverse components of the spins because of the leading quantum dynamics.
Since each such row can be in one of two internal states corresponding to the
two antiferromagnetic arrangements of the spins on that row, this ordered state does
not break any translational symmetry. This implies the absence of any Bragg peak
at some particular wave vector in the structure factor of the pseudospins σ(which
corresponds to leading zz component in J/D of the structure factor of the physical
spins) . However, there are Bragg lines with an enhanced signal due to the quasi-1D
degeneracy of the system.
In the orientationally ordered state, the total easy axis magnetization and the
corresponding susceptibility go as O(exp(−J2 (S)/T )) since perfect orientational order

implies zero magnetization for each individual antiferromagnetic row of spins, and
defects cost energy of order J2 (S). As this ordered phase is stable to small magnetic
fields at which corresponding Zeeman energy is small compared to the multispin

interaction term J2 , this implies the presence of a low temperature zero magnetization
plateau that extends for a range of magnetic fields 0 < |B| < Bc ∼ J 3 /D2 .
To summarize, we have predicted that for S > 3/2, the kagome antiferromagnet

with strong easy axis anisotropy goes into a semiclassical spin liquid state with dis-

xv

tinctive and unusual short-ranged correlations below a crossover temperature T ∗ ≈

0.08J 3 S/D2 , while the triangular magnet with strong easy axis anisotropy undergoes
a first order transition at Tc ≈ 0.1J 3 S/D2 to an orientationally ordered collinear state
that gives rise to a zero-magnetization plateau for small magnetic fields along the easy
axis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In many ionic insulators, some of the ions have well formed moments (‘spins’) due to
the presence of incomplete shells in their ground state. Electron-electron Coulomb
interactions, together with the Pauli exclusion principle, give rise to ‘exchange’ interactions between these magnetic moments which decay rapidly with increasing distance between the ions. Frequently, such interactions can be well described [1] by a
Heisenberg Hamiltonian of the form
H=

X
i,j

~i · S
~j
Jij S

(1.1)

~ for each ion denotes its total angular momentum which, in
where the spin operator S
general, has both a spin and an orbital part. Closely related models are the XY and
Ising models, where the number of spin components is n = 2 and n = 1 respectively .
Such interactions often lead to magnetically ordered states at low enough temperatures. In unfrustrated magnets, where all the interactions can be simultaneously
minimized, the nature of the magnetic ordering can be usually understood in terms
of the minimum of the classical exchange energy (S → ∞ corresponds to the classical limit) even for small spin length S. For example, consider the classical ground
state of the nearest neighbour antiferromagnetic (J > 0) Heisenberg Hamiltonian on
a bipartite lattice like the simple cubic lattice. It is a two-sublattice ordered Neel
~ = S n̂ on one sublattice and S
~ = −S n̂ on the other (where n̂ is some
state with S
arbitrary direction) which minimizes all the exchange interactions at the same time.
~ = 1 P ǫi S
~i
This state breaks spin rotation symmetry and a Neel order parameter N
i
N

(where ǫi = +1 on one sublattice and −1 on the other sublattice of the bipartite lattice and N denotes the number of sites) can be defined to characterize the symmetry
breaking. Within mean field theory, there is a finite temperature phase transition at
1
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the transition temperature kB ΘCW =

zS(S+1)J
3

(where z is the coordination number)

below which the system breaks spin rotation symmetry spontaneously. However, the
Neel order parameter does not commute with the Hamiltonian H, and quantum fluctuations play an important role for finite S. It has been rigorously shown [2] that for
the nearest neighbour Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a hypercubic lattice, the ground
state has Neel order even in the extreme quantum limit of S = 1/2.

1.1

Geometric Frustration

Frustrated magnets have very different physics compared to their unfrustrated counterparts [3, 4, 5]. Frustrated systems have competing interactions which cannot be
simultaneously minimized. Geometrically frustrated magnets are systems in which all
the spin interactions cannot be satisfied together due to the connectivity of the lattice.
Geometric frustration provides a route to destabilize the Neel order that is obtained
at low temperatures for antiferromagnets on bipartite lattices. The frustration can
lead to unconventional magnetic order or even novel spin liquid states without long
range spin order at asymptotically low temperatures. Let us consider a very simple
example to illustrate geometric frustration. Consider three Ising spins (σi = ±1)
which lie on the vertices of a triangle and interact antiferromagnetically with each
other. To minimize the energy on a bond, the Ising spins should be opposite to each

other, i.e. their product should be −1. However, it is impossible to minimize the
bond energies on all the three bonds and the best that can be done is to leave one
bond frustrated (where the product of the spins is +1) and the other two unfrustrated
(the product of spins being −1). Similarly, the energy cannot be minimized at all the
bonds for XY or Heisenberg spins on a triangle. There are many ionic insulators in
which the magnetic ions are arranged on non-bipartite lattices [3, 4] based on triangular units. Examples include the pyrochlore, kagome and the triangular lattices
(Fig 1.1) which provide experimental realizations of geometric frustration.
It is particularly interesting to look at systems which are highly frustrated in
the classical limit, where the number of inequivalent ground states (not related by
some global symmetry of the Hamiltonian) scales exponentially with system size.
For example, the triangular lattice Ising antiferromagnet has a residual entropy [6]
(at zero temperature) which is extensive (S/kB N = 0.323). Other examples are
the Ising antiferromagnet on the kagome lattice and the Heisenberg antiferromagnet
on the kagome and the pyrochlore lattice. On the other hand, XY and Heisenberg
antiferromagnets on the triangular lattice have a unique ground state, the 120◦ Neel
state (see Fig 1.2), even though all the bonds are not fully satisfied.
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Pyrochlore

3

Kagome

Triangular

Figure 1.1: Examples of some lattices composed of triangular units where all exchange
interactions cannot be simultaneously satisfied because of the connectivity of the
lattice.

√
√
Figure 1.2: The 3 × 3 state on the kagome lattice which is stabilized at large-S
and the 120◦ Neel state on the triangular lattice.
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Highly frustrated magnetic systems have a characteristic [3] magnetic susceptibility behaviour (Fig 1.3) which is very different from unfrustrated magnets. Their
inverse susceptibility χ−1 follows the Curie-Weiss law down to temperatures well below the expected mean field ordering temperature ΘCW . There is a transition to some
magnetically ordered or glassy state only at some low temperature Tf ≪ ΘCW . In
the intermediate temperature regime, Tf < T < ΘCW , a cooperative paramagnetic
regime is obtained. Ramirez [3] has defined the “frustration index” f ≡ |ΘCW |/Tf ,
where a large value of f indicates strong frustration. The fate of the system below
Tf often depends strongly on the additional perturbations that are present in the
system.
Highly frustrated systems are very susceptible to the effects of perturbations [5].
Different types of perturbations lead to different ground state(s) being chosen at
T → 0 from the extensive ground state manifold of the leading interactions. Various
physical mechanisms like magnetic anisotropies, further neighbour interactions, lattice distortions and non-magnetic defects are always present as perturbations in any
realistic experimental situation. The interplay of these perturbations in the ground
state manifold of the leading exchange interaction Hamiltonian can give rise to rich
behaviour which is sensitive to their relative importance.
Another effect that is potentially important at T ≪ |ΘCW | in such systems is

fluctuations due to the quantum nature of the spins. Even in the simplified nearest
neighbour Heisenberg antiferromagnet on such frustrated lattices, it is very interesting

to ask how much (if at all) of the classical picture at S → ∞ survives quantum
fluctuations when considering low spin like S = 1/2, 1, 3/2, · · · . Since the classical
energetics fails to pick up a unique ground state, the answer is far from obvious. The
true ground state can turn out to be any linear combination of the classical ground
states and might lead to unconventional ordered states or spin liquids. A controlled
way to analyze quantum fluctuations is to perform a 1/S expansion. It is possible
that quantum fluctuations become so strong that they destabilize any order present
in the large-S problem when the extreme quantum limit of S = 1/2 is approached to
give a spin liquid state.
Much of the theoretical work has focussed on the challenging case of spin 1/2
moments with Heisenberg exchange interactions [7]. There is good numerical evidence
on the triangular lattice [8] that the 120◦ Neel order survives down to S = 1/2, albeit
with the order parameter reduced by about 59% from its classical value. Less is known
with certainty for the kagome lattice for small values of S. Quantum fluctuations can
be included in a perturbative manner by doing a semi-classical 1/S expansion about
the classical solution. Within the 1/S treatment, it has been shown that quantum
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of characteristic susceptibility behaviour of highly
frustrated systems. The susceptibility follows a Curie-Weiss law much below the mean
field ordering temperature ΘCW .
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fluctuations select coplanar states [9] at leading order for the kagome antiferromagnet.
However, these are still massively degenerate, and this degeneracy is lifted at the next
√
√
order [10] to give the 3 × 3 state as the large-S ground state (Fig 1.2). However,
√
√
the 3 × 3 state does not survive in the strong quantum limit of S = 1/2. There

have been many studies [11, 12, 13, 14] of the kagome antiferromagnet aimed at
understanding the extreme quantum limit of S = 1/2 but there is still no definite

answer, even though there have been proposals of spin liquid states [15, 16] and
valence bond crystal states [17, 18, 19] as candidate ground states.

1.2

Strong easy axis anisotropy

In the opposite Ising limit, there are no quantum fluctuations. These frustrated Ising
models on the kagome and the triangular lattices have been of interest in statistical
mechanics for over half a century now [20], and are known to have a macroscopic
degeneracy of inequivalent classical ground states. The residual entropy of the ground
state ensemble equals 0.502kB (0.323kB ) per spin in the kagome (triangular) lattice
case [6]. It is known that the Ising model on both the lattices do not display any spin
order down to zero temperature [6], unlike the square lattice Ising antiferromagnet
which shows a finite temperature phase transition into the Neel phase.
Such “Ising spins” can and do actually arise in experiments when the spins have a
strong easy-axis anisotropy in addition to the usual isotropic exchange coupling J in
their magnetic Hamiltonian. In this thesis, we study S ≥ 3/2 kagome and triangular
lattice antiferromagnets with the following spin Hamiltonian
H =J

X
hiji

~i · S
~j − D
S

X
i

(Siz )2 − B

X

Siz

(1.2)

i

where J is the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange between nearest neighbour
spins, D is a single-ion uniaxial anisotropy of the easy axis type and B is an external
magnetic field applied along the easy axis. This type of anisotropy is induced by
local crystal fields through spin-orbit coupling [1]. There are known examples in
rare earth magnets where the uniaxial anisotropy D is the dominant term. The
pyrochlore spin ice compound Ho2 Ti2 O7 is one such example where D ∼ 50K and

(ferromagnetic) J ∼ 1K [21]. The quasi two-dimensional kagome antiferromagnet
Nd-langasite (Nd3 Ga5 SiO14 ) is another example [22] with D ∼ 10K and J ∼ 1.5K.

We consider the situation where the uniaxial anisotropy D dominates over the

Heisenberg exchange J, and collinear spin configurations dominate at low tempera-
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tures (a collinear spin configuration can be labelled as Siz = σi S where σi = ±1).

For the pure Heisenberg model (D = 0) on the two lattices, the ground state typically involves coplanar arrangement of spins (Fig 1.2). Due to the frustrated nature
of J, the anisotropy D need not be very large to induce collinear ground states. It
can be shown that the system prefers a collinear state for D > J on the kagome
lattice and D > 3J/2 on the triangular lattice in the classical limit. Note that the
physics in this (collinear) regime is different from that of the intermediate anisotropy
regime [23, 24], in which non-collinear spin configurations dominate at low temperatures and magnetic fields, leading to a sequence of non-collinear phases in the classical
problem.
In the collinear regime, we expect an analysis based on the smallness of J/D to
give reliable results. Quantum fluctuations are absent in the limit J/D → 0 and
can be studied in a controlled manner for small J/D. When D ≫ J, collinear spin

states (that can be described by Ising pseudo-spin variables σ : Siz = σi S) have the
minimum energy and all non-collinear states have an energy gap of at least D(2S − 1)
(ignoring O(J) corrections). The low energy physics (when T ≪ D(2S − 1)) in
this regime is then best described in terms of an effective Hamiltonian, written in
terms of these Ising pseudo-spins, that encodes the splitting of this degenerate Ising
subspace to each order in J/D due to quantum corrections. We find that multi-spin
interactions arising from the presence of exchange coupling between the transverse
spin components make the low temperature behaviour very different from the well
known classical Ising case.

1.3

Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we derive the effective
Hamiltonian at zero field for the kagome and triangular lattices in a J/D expansion
and show that for any S > 3/2, O(J 3S/D2 ) terms change the behaviour from the
classical Ising model at low temperatures. We also evaluate the effective Hamiltonian
within the semiclassical large-S expansion and show that the large-S limit of the
perturbative result obtained for arbitrary S matches precisely with the semiclassical
analysis.
In Chapter 3, we derive the physical consequences of quantum fluctuations on the
low energy properties of the kagome and triangular lattice systems in zero field for
S > 3/2. We show that multi-spin interactions at O(J 3 S/D2 ), which arise due to
the quantum nature of the spins, changes the physics at low temperature from the
pure Ising case. The kagome magnet goes into a spin liquid state with distinctive
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and unusual short-ranged correlations, while the triangular magnet undergoes a first
order phase transition to an orientationally ordered collinear state.
In chapter 4, we consider the kagome lattice in a finite magnetic field along the
easy axis, where the magnetic field is chosen to induce a 1/3 magnetization plateau.
The magnetization plateau is characterized by a strong 2 : 1 constraint that requires
two spins on each triangle to be maximally polarized along the field and one, minority,
spin in each triangle to be maximally polarized antiparallel to the field. We derive
the effective Hamiltonian in a perturbative expansion in J/D and show that the first
term (for any S ≥ 3/2) the breaks the degeneracy of these 2 : 1 states occurs only at

O(J 6 /D5 ). We calculate the term explicitly for a general S and show that it matches
the semiclassical effective Hamiltonian in the large-S limit.
In chapter 5, we analyze the physical consequences of the effective Hamiltonian

for the kagome problem at finite field (in the 1/3 magnetization plateau) for S ≥ 3/2.
The system on this plateau develops an unusual order at low temperature that breaks
sublattice rotation symmetry but not translational symmetry. We also discuss the
extremely slow dynamics associated with this ordering that leads to glassy freezing
of the system in the absence of any disorder.
The conclusions are given in chapter 6. Most of the results presented in this thesis
have been published earlier in Refs [25, 26].
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Chapter 2
Effective Hamiltonian in zero field
In this chapter, we derive the effective Hamiltonian for S > 3/2 moments on the
kagome and triangular lattices, where the spins interact with a nearest neighbour antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange J > 0 in the presence of a single-ion anisotropy
D > 0 that picks out a common easy axis z:
H=J

X
hiji

~i · S
~j − D
S

X

(Siz )2

(2.1)

i

~i to be
Let us first consider the problem in the classical limit, where we take S
~ = S n̂ where n̂ is a unit vector. Consider the case
vectors of fixed length S, so that S
where the system consists of only three spins on a single triangle. Then a collinear
ground state is induced for any D > J/2 (Fig 2.1). The ground state is simply the
spin configurations where the spins are maximally polarized parallel or anti-parallel
to the z axis, and the triangle has only one frustrated bond connecting a pair of
aligned spins. From this it is easy to see that if D > J on the kagome lattice and
D > 3J/2 on the triangular lattice [1, 2], any spin configuration where the spins
are maximally polarized parallel or anti-parallel to the z axis and there is exactly

Easy Axis

0

1/2 Collinear ground state(unique)

Non collinear ground states

D/J

Figure 2.1: Evolution of the classical ground state on a single triangle for different
values of D/J. The ground state becomes collinear once D > J/2.
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2. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN IN ZERO FIELD

one frustrated bond on every triangle of the lattice is a ground state of the classical
problem. Thus, due to the frustrated nature of J, collinear regime where the low
energy physics is dominated by such states, is reached for relatively small values of
D/J. In this collinear regime, we expect an analysis based on the smallness of J/D
to give reliable results. With this in mind, we use J/D as the small parameter in a
systematic perturbative approach that allows us to calculate the effective low-energy
Hamiltonian and the resulting low-temperature phases.

2.1

Effective Hamiltonian

When D dominates over J, the leading D term picks collinear spin states that can be
described by Ising pseudospin variables σ: Siz = σi S with σi = ±1. The low energy
physics in this regime (when T ≪ D(2S − 1)) is then best described in terms of an
effective Hamiltonian H that encodes the splitting of this degenerate Ising subspace.
We split up the Hamiltonian as H = H0 + V , where
H0 = −D
V

X

(Siz )2

i

= Vd + Vo = (J

X
hiji

Siz Sjz − E0 ) +

λJ X + −
(Si Sj + Si− Sj+ )
2

(2.2)

hiji

We have added a constant −E0 to the potential term where E0 is the ground state
energy of any collinear spin configuration which has exactly one frustrated bond in
each triangle. λ is introduced as a book-keeping device and is set to one at the end
of the calculation. H0 is diagonal in the Siz basis and V can be written as the sum of
a diagonal (Vd ) and an off-diagonal (Vo ) operator in this basis.
We then use standard degenerate perturbation theory (assuming J ≪ D) to derive
the effective Hamiltonian H that lives in the reduced Hilbert space of collinear states.

We use the Van Vleck method of unitary transformations [3] to do this and the method
is explained in Appendix B. For each energy eigenvalue of H0 in Eq 2.2, there is a
huge degeneracy of eigenstates. To set up notation, we denote a state by |i, αi where

α stands for the energy eigenvalue and i is the state index. Ei,α denotes the energy
(with respect to H0 ) of the state. Writing H = H1 + H2 + H3 + · · · where Hn is the
contribution to the effective Hamiltonian at O(J n /Dn−1), the following expressions
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are obtained for n = 1, 2, 3 using the Van Vleck formalism:
hj, αg |H1 |i, αg i = hj, αg |V |i, αg i
X hj, αg |V |k, γihk, γ|V |i, αg i
hj, αg |H2 |i, αg i =
Eg − Ek,γ
γ6=g
hj, αg |H3 |i, αg i =
−
+

X

γ1 6=g,γ2 6=g

1 X hj, αg |V |k2 , γ2 ihk2, γ2 |V |k1 , γ1 ihk1 , γ1V |i, αg i
2 γ 6=g,γ 6=γ
(Eg − Ek1 ,γ1 )(Ek2 ,γ2 − Ek1 ,γ1 )
1

1
2γ

2

X

1 6=γ2 ,γ2

−

hj, αg |V |k2 , γ2ihk2 , γ2 |V |k1 , γ1 ihk1, γ1 V |i, αg i
(Eg − Ek1 ,γ1 )(Eg − Ek2 ,γ2 )

1
2γ

1

hj, αg |V |k2 , γ2 ihk2, γ2 |V |k1 , γ1 ihk1 , γ1V |i, αg i
(Eg − Ek2 ,γ2 )(Ek2 ,γ2 − Ek1 ,γ1 )
6 g
=

X

1 6=γ2 ,γ1 6=g,γ2

hj, αg |V |k2 , γ2 ihk2 , γ2|V |k1 , γ1ihk1 , γ1 V |i, αg i
(Eg − Ek1 ,γ1 )(Eg − Ek2 ,γ2 )
6=g
(2.3)

Here αg stands for the ground state manifold of H0 and Eg denotes the ground state
energy of H0 . The terms determining hj, αg |Hn |i, αg i can be thought of as processes
in which a state i in the ground state manifold of H0 makes transitions to states
|k1 , γ1 i, · · · , |kn−1, γn−1 i due to the action of V and comes back to a state j in the
ground state manifold (which can be different from i) at the nth application of V . At
P
O(J), the term H1 = J1 (S) hiji σi σj −E0 is generated where J1 (S) = JS 2 . When the
temperature is low enough such that T ≪ J1 (S), the important low energy states are
further restricted to the collinear states where each triangle has only one frustrated
bond due to this O(J) term.
These are just the ground states of the corresponding classical Ising antiferromagnet on the kagome and the triangular lattices. As mentioned earlier, this “minimally
frustrated” ensemble of states has a residual entropy [4] of 0.502kB (0.323kB ) per
spin in the kagome (triangular) lattice case. Is this macroscopic degeneracy lifted at
higher orders in J/D? At O(J 2 /D), the only possible diagonal process (where i = j
in hj, αg |Hn |i, αg i) is when Vo acts on an unfrustrated bond to move the system to

a virtual excited state, and then acts on the same bond to make the system return
to the “minimally frustrated” ground state manifold. However, since there are two

unfrustrated bonds in each triangle, the number of such processes is independent of
the particular state in the ensemble and no further degeneracy is lifted at O(J 2 /D).
However, the degeneracy is lifted by diagonal processes at O(J 3 /D2 ). The relevant
process is when Vo , Vd and Vo act on an unfrustrated bond in the given order. The
only term that contributes when calculating hi, αg |H3 |i, αg i is the first term in Eq

16
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S

_S
S

_S

Figure 2.2: When Vo acts on an unfrustrated bond (shown as thick black bond) in
the lattice (kagome or triangular), the exchange energy changes on that bond itself
and on other bonds, shown in red, which share a site with that bond.
2.3. It can be immediately seen that Eg − Ek1 ,γ1 = −2D(2S − 1) and Eg − Ek2 ,γ2 =

−2D(2S − 1). Similarly, hi, αg |Vo |k2 , γ2i = hk1 , γ1|V |i, αg i = λJS. We need to then
P
evaluate hk2 , γ2|Vd |k1, γ1 i. For this, we note that since Vd = (J hiji Siz Sjz − E0 ), it

equals the change in exchange energy when the spin Siz = S is changed to Siz = S − 1
and the other spin Sjz = −S is changed to Sjz = −S + 1 on an unfrustrated bond hiji
by an application of Vo . The exchange energy change equals −JS(σi Hi + σj Hj ) −
P
J(2S − 1) where the exchange field is defined as Hi ≡
j Γij σj with Γij = 1 for
nearest neighbours and zero otherwise (see Fig 2.2). From this, H3 can be calculated
explictly and (ignoring a constant term) we obtain [5]
H3 = −λ2 J2 (S)

X 1 − σi σj
hiji

2

(σi Hi + σj Hj )

(2.4)

3 3

J
where J2 (S) = 4D2S(2S−1)
There is another diagonal process that is possible at
2.
3
2
O(J /D ). Consider three bonds which lie on a single triangle. Then, for each
triangle, there are 2 possible processes at third order where Vo acts on each of the

three bonds once and gives the same state back at the end of the process (Fig 2.3).
These processes do not, however, lift the degeneracy of minimally frustrated states
since the total number of triangles with two +S and one −S or two −S and one +S
is the same for any minimally frustrated state.
What about off-diagonal processes where we start from one minimally frustrated
ground state and finally go into another? The most basic of such processes is when
an unfrustrated bond with spins +S and −S is acted upon repeatedly with Vo to
give −S and +S on that bond. The minimum order at which such off-diagonal
processes contribute to the effective Hamiltonian is O(J 2S /D2S−1 ), since a minimum
of 2S applications of Vo is necessary for such a process. Also, such a process causes

a transition from one minimally frustrated configuration to another only when the
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Figure 2.3: A three bond process on a triangle where the thick black line indicates
the bond on which Vo acts. Such processes occur at O(J 3 /D2 ) but do not lift any
degeneracy.
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Figure 2.4: Basic off-diagonal processes where the spins on the unfrustrated bond
(marked in red) are “flipped”. The minimum order of such processes is O(J 2S /D2S−1).
unfrustrated bond has a certain pattern of surrounding spins. On the kagome lattice,
both the spins on the triangles connected to the unfrustrated bond and not belonging
to the sites of that bond itself should be anti-aligned (Fig 2.4). On the triangular
lattice, the 8 sites connected to the sites of the unfrustrated bonds should be antialigned with respect to each other (Fig 2.4). Thus, the off-diagonal processes are
sub-dominant for any S > 3/2.
For any S > 3/2, to (leading) O(J 3/D2 ), the effective Hamiltonian (ignoring
unimportant terms) is given by [5]:

H = J1 (S)

X
hiji

σi σj − J2 (S)

where J1 (S) = JS 2 and J2 (S) =

X 1 − σi σj
hiji

2

(σi Hi + σj Hj )

(2.5)

S3J 3
.
4D 2 (2S−1)2

For S = 3/2 the J2 (S) and the off-diagonal term in the effective Hamiltonian H

are both at O(J 3 /D2 ), and H can be written in terms of (pseudo) spin S = 1/2
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variables σ z (where Siz = 3σiz in the low energy manifold) as:
H = 9J

X

σiz σjz +

hiji

hiji

where H̃i =

27J 3 X 1 − 4σiz σjz z
9J 3 X + −
− +
(σ
σ
+
σ
σ
)
−
(σi H̃i + σjz H̃j )(2.6)
i j
i j
32D 2
32D 2
2

P

j

hiji

Γij σjz . We do not, however, discuss this interesting case of S = 3/2

where the off-diagonal and diagonal terms that lift the degeneracy of the minimally
frustrated states occur at the same order (O(J 3/D2 )).

2.2

Large-S expansion

We now analyze the problem using a large-S expansion procedure introduced by Hizi
and Henley in Ref [6] and derive the effective Hamiltonian using this approach. In the
large-S limit (S → ∞), we had earlier seen that the ground state is collinear when

D > J for the kagome and when D > 3J/2 for the triangular case. A collinear state
can be represented by associating an Ising variable σi with each site such that,
|Ψ{σi }i =

Y
i

|Siz = σi Si

(2.7)

Since there is a large degeneracy of collinear ground states in the classical limit, it is
useful to make the dependence of the Hamiltonian H (given in Eq 2.1) on the Ising
pseudospins {σi } explicit. This can be done by applying [6] the following unitary

transformation:

U = exp iπ

X (1 − σi )
i

2

Six

!

(2.8)

The operator effects a rotation about the x-axis in spin space only for the spins with
Siz = −S. This interchanges the spin raising and lowering operators, and reverses the
orientation of Siz on these sites. Thus, we get
|Ψ{σi }i = U|Ψ0 i

where

|Ψ0 i =

Y
i

|Siz = +Si

(2.9)
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To keep the physics invariant, we need to transform the Hamiltonian H → U † HU.
In the transformed basis, we get
H = J

X
hiji

σi σj Siz Sjz − D

X

(Siz )2

i



J X (1 + σi σj ) + −
(1 − σi σj ) + +
− +
− −
+
(Si Sj + Si Sj ) +
(Si Sj + Si Sj ) (2.10)
2
2
2
hiji

To carry out the 1/S expansion, the spin variables are then represented in terms
of Holstein-Primakoff bosons [7]:
√
S + = ( 2S − n)b
√
S − = b† ( 2S − n)
Sz = S − n

(2.11)

where n = b† b and [b, b† ] = 1. This representation is exact in the Hilbert subspace of
n ≤ 2S. The square-root function above can be expanded as a power series in 1/S if
hni ≪ 2S, where non-zero values of n represent spin fluctuations about the classical
direction. At 1/S, different classical ground states get different zero-point energies
due to quantum fluctuations and states with lower zero-point energy are stabilized
more.

We then write the transformed Hamiltonian (see Eq 2.10) in terms of the HolsteinPrimakoff bosons. Carrying out this procedure to O(S), we obtain
X †
JS X
JS 2 X
Γij σi σj + 2DS
bi bi −
Γij σi σj (b†i bi + b†j bj )
2 ij
2
i
ij


X
1 + σi σj †
JS
1 − σi σj † †
†
Γij
+
(bi bj + bi bj ) +
(bi bj + bi bj )
(2.12)
2 ij
2
2

H = −DS 2 N +

where Γij = 1 if i, j are nearest neighbours on the lattice and zero otherwise. The
O(S 2 ) term enforces the minimum frustation condition on each triangle in the set
of collinear states. Now let us calculate the zero-point energy due to quantum fluctuations which appear at O(S). The O(S) part of H is a quadratic and hermitian
operator of bosonic variables, so it can be represented as decoupled harmonic oscillators in some “good” basis. Since there are N sites, there are N different decoupled
P
oscillators and the collinear states where the sum of their zero-point energies ( i ω2i )
is minimum are stabilized the most at O(S) by quantum fluctuations.
For this calculation, we proceed in the following manner. We first evaluate the
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equations of motion for bk (in the Heisenberg representation). We use α =

J
2D

for

notational convenience (the Einstein summation convention where repeated indices
are summed over is used below).
dbk
= −i[bk , H]
dt



1 − σk σl †
1 + σk σl
bl + αΓkl
bl(2.13)
= −i(2SD) δkl bl − αΓjl σj σl δkl bl + αΓkl
2
2

The hermitian conjugate of the above equation reads


db†k
1 + σk σl †
1 − σk σl
†
†
= i(2SD) δkl bl − αΓjl σj σl δkl bl + αΓkl
bl + αΓkl
bl
(2.14)
dt
2
2
From the above two equations, we immediately see that
d
(bi + b†i ) = −i(2SD)(δij − ασi Hi δij + αΓij σi σj )(bj − b†j )
dt
d
(bj − b†j ) = −i(2SD)(δjk − ασj Hj δjk + αΓjk )(bk + b†k )
dt

(2.15)

which gives
d2
(bi + b†i ) = −(2SD)(δik − α[2σi Hi δik − Γik − σi Γik σk ]
dt2
+ α2 [Hi2 δik − σi Hi Γik − σi Γik Hk + σi Γij σj Γjk ])(bk + b†k ) (2.16)
where Hi = Γij σj is the local field acting on the spin at site i. From this, we see that
the zero-point energy Hef f ({σi }) in a given collinear spin configuration {σi } is given
by
1 √
Hef f ({σi }) = (2SD) T r M
2

(2.17)

where the matrix M is defined as
Mik = δik − α[2σi Hi δik − Γik − σi Γik σk ] + α2 [Hi2 δik − σi Hi Γik − σi Γik Hk + σi Γij σj Γjk ]
(2.18)
The square root in Eq 2.17 can be Taylor series expanded in α and the effective
Hamiltonian that encodes the dependence of the zero point energy on the spin configuration can be calculated perturbatively in α. The degeneracy of the minimally
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frustrated collinear states is first lifted at O(α3 ). To see that, we expand the trace as
p
1
1
1
1
1
T r( 1 − αX1 + α2 X2 ) = T r(1 − αX1 + α2 X2 − α2 X12 + α3 X1 X2 − α3 X13 + . . . )
2
2
8
4
16
(2.19)
where
(X1 )ik = 2σi Hi δik − Γik − σi Γik σk

(X2 )ik = Hi2 δik − σi Hi Γik − σi Γik Hk + σi Γij σj Γjk

(2.20)

It is easy to see that terms in the trace till O(α2 ) do not lift the degeneracy of the

minimally frustrated states. However, the situation is different at O(α3 ) and the
degeneracy does get lifted at this order due to quantum fluctuations. At O(α3 ), there
1 3 3
α X1 .
are two types of terms; from 41 α3 X1 X2 and from − 16
1
1 3
3
1
T r( α3 X1 X2 ) =
α σi Hi3 + α3 Hi2 + α3 σi Γik Hk
4
2
4
4
1 3
1 3 2 1 3
1 3 3
3
T r(− α X1 ) = − α σi Hi − α Hi − α σi Γik Hk
16
2
2
4

(2.21)

Thus the zero-point energy Hef f comes out to be
1 X 2
Hef f = (2SD) α3
Hi
8
i
1 X
= (2SD) α3
(σi Hi )2
8
i
J 3S X
=
(σi Hi )2
2
32D i

(2.22)

This effective Hamiltonian obtained from large-S looks very different from the one
that we obtained by doing perturbation in J/D. We will see in the next chapter that
both the approaches do give identical results in the large S limit.
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Chapter 3
Zero field results
In the previous chapter, we derived the effective Hamiltonian H that encodes the

splitting of the degenerate Ising subspace of collinear spin states (Siz = σi S) that are
picked by the leading easy axis anisotropy D when the anisotropy dominates over J
(see Eq 2.1) for any S > 3/2 on the kagome and the triangular lattices:
H = J1 (S)

X
hiji

σi σj − J2 (S)

where J1 (S) = JS 2 and J2 (S) =

X 1 − σi σj
hiji

2

(σi Hi + σj Hj )

(3.1)

S3J 3
.
4D 2 (2S−1)2

From the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian in the earlier chapter, it is clear
that (off-diagonal) pseudo-spin exchange terms, representing real transitions between
different minimally frustrated states, dominate the low temperature physics for the
case S = 1. However, such terms are sub-dominant compared to (diagonal) virtual
quantum transitions for all S > 3/2 since the off-diagonal term is O(J 2S /D2S−1).
This makes the physics of the S > 3/2 magnets very different from the S = 1 case.
From an earlier study [1], it is known that the S = 1 kagome antiferromagnet with
strong easy axis anisotropy orderes into a spin nematic state with h(S + )2 i =
6 0 (but
~ = 0) which breaks spin rotation symmetry. On the triangular lattice with S = 1,
hSi
a nematic ordering which co-exists with a spin density wave ordering of S z at the
three sublattice wave-vector is predicted at low temperature.
In this chapter, we discuss how the J2 (S) generated due to virtual quantum fluctuations change the physics at sufficiently low temperatures for the S > 3/2 case. A
schematic phase diagram (Fig 3.1) is given for the kagome and triangular lattice magnets when D ≫ J. Most of the results presented here have been previously published
in Ref [2].
The results on the kagome lattice are expected to be of direct experimental rele23
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Kagome magnet

J << D

J 2 (S)

J 1 (S)

semiclassical Classical
Ising
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T

Ising paramagnet

Triangular lattice magnet
Tc
orientationally
ordered state

J 1 (S)

Classical
Ising
liquid

D (2 S − 1)
T
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Figure 3.1: Schematic phase diagram of the kagome and triangular lattice antiferromagnets when D ≫ J.
vance for the quasi two-dimensional kagome antiferromagnet Nd-langasite that does
not exhibit any magnetic order down to 50 mK [3, 4], although the Nd3+ ‘spins’ (that
carry a total angular momentum quantum number Jion = 9/2) interact with nearest
neighbours on the kagome lattice with an isotropic antiferromagnetic exchange coupling J ∼ 1.5K in the presence of a strong single-ion anisotropy term D ∼ 10K [5]
that picks out the crytallographic c axis as the common easy axis of all the spins [6].

3.1

Classical Ising regime

For temperatures T well above the exchange energy scale J1 (S) but lower than the
anisotropy energy scale D(2S − 1), the behaviour of the system will be that of the
high temperature paramagnetic regime of the classical Ising model on the respective
lattices. As the temperature is lowered, the exchange begins to make itself felt, and the

system crosses over to an intermediate temperature regime J2 (S) ≪ T ≪ J1 (S) whose
physics is controlled by the ground states of the classical Ising antiferromagnet on the
kagome and the triangular lattices. In these ground states each triangle has exactly
one frustrated bond connecting a pair of aligned spins. This ensemble of ground
states has a macroscopic degeneracy on both the lattices. This macroscopic entropy
ensemble of ground states can be conveniently represented by dimer configurations on
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Dimer

Figure 3.2: The dual lattices of the kagome lattice (dice lattice) and the triangular
lattice (honeycomb lattice) shown in blue while the direct lattices are in black. The
construction of a dimer on the dual lattice is also shown.
the respective dual lattices, and this dimer representation turns out to be useful for
analyzing the J2 (S) term. The dual lattice has a unique bond intersecting each bond
of the direct lattice. The dual of the kagome lattice is the dice lattice and that of the
triangular lattice is the honeycomb lattice (see Fig 3.2). If each frustrated bond is
visualized by a dimer on the corresponding bond on the dual lattice (Fig 3.2), then
every dimer covering determines a spin configuration upto a global spin flip. How
does the local constraint of each triangle having only one frustrated bond translate
in the dimer langauge? The dice lattice has two kinds of sites–three coordinated and
six coordinated. Each three-coordinated site has one and only one dimer touching
it because each triangle on the kagome lattice has only one frustrated bond. The
six-coordinated sites have a soft constraint that an even number (0, 2, 4, 6) of dimers
touch them. This constraint comes because each such site is surrounded by a closed
(hexagonal) loop of six sites on the direct kagome lattice. Going around the loop once
gives the same spin as one started with, so the number of times the spin orientation
changes must be even. This implies that the number of dimers touching the sixcoordinated sites is even. The ground state constraint on the triangular lattice implies
that each site on the honeycomb lattice has one and only one dimer touching it (this
is an example of a hard-core dimer model).
The Ising antiferromagnet on both the kagome and the triangular lattices are
examples of spin liquids where there is no spin order in the system [7] all the way
down to T = 0. The spin correlations are extremely short-ranged on the kagome
lattice. On the triangular lattice, spin correlations at the three-sublattice wave vector
build up at low temperature, but there is no long range order. This intermediate
temperature regime J2 (S) ≪ T ≪ J1 (S) in both cases is thus a classical cooperative
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Minority spin of
both triangles

Type 2

Type 3

Type 1

Figure 3.3: Double-plaquettes on the dice lattice corresponding to unfrustrated bonds
can be of three types depending on the number of dimers on their perimeter. Also
shown is a spin which is a minority spin of both the triangles to which it belongs.
Ising paramagnet.
To understand the behaviour at still lower temperatures, we need to focus on the
effect of the J2 (S) in the ground state manifold of minimally frustrated states on both
the lattices.

3.2

Kagome lattice

When D ≫ J, we also have J1 (S) ≫ J2 (S). We show below that the minimally

frustrated spin configurations that also minimize the multi-spin interaction J2 (S)
satisfy the criterion that no spin be the minority spin of both triangles to which it
belongs. From the definition, it is clear that the product σi σj on a bond equals 2m − 1

where m is the dimer number (m = 0, 1) on the corresponding bond of the dual dice
lattice. Now, consider any unfrustrated bond on the kagome lattice. Then, the
quantity σi Hi + σj Hj for an unfrustrated bond equals 2(n − z) where n is the number

of dimers on the perimeter of the double plaquette where the common edge of the
two plaquettes intersects that unfrustrated bond (Fig 3.3) (and z is the coordination
number of the direct lattice). The number n of dimers on the perimeter can take
values 1, 2, 3. Then,

−J2 (S)

X  1 − σi σj 
hiji

2

3
X
(σi Hi + σj Hj ) = −J2 (S)Nuf
(2n − 2z)fn

(3.2)

n=1

where Nuf denotes the number of unfrustrated bonds and fn is the normalized fraction
of unfrustrated bonds of the type n, or equivalently fraction of double plaquettes
(with no dimer on the edge shared by the two plaquettes) having n dimers on their
perimeter(Fig 3.3). Ignoring an unimportant constant, we need to simplify
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−2J2 (S)Nuf

3
X

nfn

(3.3)

n=1

P
Nuf 3n=1 nfn just counts the total number of dimers on the perimeters of all doubleplaquettes corresponding to unfrustrated bonds. Now, every single plaquette with n
dimers is part of 4 − n such double plaquettes corresponding to unfrustrated bonds,
and these n dimers will therefore contribute with multiplicity 4−n to the total number
of dimers on the perimeters of all such double plaquettes. Denoting the fraction of
single plaquettes with n dimers on them to be gn (n = 0, 1, 2) and the total number
of such plaquettes on the dice lattice to be Np , we get
Nuf

3
X

nfn = Np

n=1

2
X
n=0

n(4 − n)gn

(3.4)

Ignoring a constant, we thus find that the J2 (S) term projected onto the ensemble
of minimally frustrated states, can be written as (in dimer language)
HD = 2J2 (S)

X
P

n2 |nP ihnP |

(3.5)

where |nP i denotes elementary plaquettes with n dimers on their perimeter. Noting that each dimer is on the perimeter of two elementary plaquettes, we obtain
P2
P2
n=0 gn = 1, we immediately get that
n=0 ngn = 4/3. Using this, alongwith
2
X

n2 gn = 2 + 2g0

(3.6)

n=0

which is minimized when g0 = 0 (which fixes g1 = 2/3 and g2 = 1/3). Thus, the dimer
coverings that minimize HD (Eq 3.5) are the ones where g0 = 0. This condition, when
translated to spin language, implies that no spin be the minority spin of both triangles
to which it belongs.
We have investigated the set of minimally frustrated configurations that satisfies
this minority spin rule. It is possible to construct a large number of such states
(i.e. with macroscopic degeneracy) satisfying this rule, and related to each other by
local spin flips. One such subset is shown in Fig 3.4. This construction immediately
provides a lower bound of kB ln(2)/6 per site on the entropy of the ground states of
HD . The question then arises whether the correlations at T → 0 limit remain short-
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Figure 3.4: A class of partially ordered states with macroscopic entropy that simultaneously minimize J1 (S) and J2 (S).

ranged, or whether there at ordering at some low enough temperature, and below we
address this question numerically. We take J1 (S) → ∞ and measure temperature in
units of 2J2 (S).
We developed a new loop algorithm [8] that can handle the non-trivial Boltzmann
weights associated with the dimer potential HD (Eq 3.5) as well as keep track of the
different constraints on the three- and the six-coordinated sites of the dice lattice. This
algorithm is a generalization of the usual hard-core dimer model loop algorithm [9, 10]
and we describe it in Appendix A. Below, we discuss our findings from the numerics.
From numerical simulations on Lx = Ly = L (where 3L2 is the number of sites
on the kagome lattice) using this algorithm, where L ranges from 10 to 60, we see
no evidence at all of any phase transition as we lower the temperature to access the
T → 0 limit. This is evident from the behaviour of the specific heat per site (Fig 3.5),
which converges very quickly with system size, and does not show any singularity
in the thermodynamic limit. Since the system is a spin liquid when T → ∞, this

indicates that the T → 0 state is a spin liquid as well. Another quantity that is
sensitive to the appearance of long-range spin order is the spin structure factor (that
P ~
q · ~r)|2 . If
can be probed in neutron scattering experiments) S(~q) = N1 | i S
i exp(i~

S(~q) is O(1) for all wave-vectors ~q, then this implies that the system has only short
range magnetic order. However, if S(~q) is O(N) for some ~q0 , this means there is
long range magnetic order in the system at the wave-vector ~q0 . We monitor S(~q) =
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Figure 3.5: (a)Specific heat Cv and the uniform susceptibility χ in the crossover
regime. (b) The qx = qy cut for S(~q) is shown fir two different system sizes (L = 48, 60)
at two different temperatures (βJ2 (S) = 0.0, 3.0).
|S0 (~q) exp(iqy /2) + S1 (~q) + S2 (~q) exp(iqx /2)|2 in our simulations where Sα (~q) is the

Fourier transform of the spin density on sublattice α of the kagome lattice and qx (qy )
refers to the projection of ~q on to lattice directions T0 (T1 ) (see Fig 3.4 for notation)
measured in units of inverse Bravais lattice spacing. From Fig 3.5, we see that S(~q)
converges with increasing system size for all ~q down to the lowest temperatures and
does not show any O(N) divergence at any wave-vector
Although there is no phase transition, the low temperature liquid is quite different from the classical cooperative Ising paramagnet. This crossover to a distinct
semiclassical spin-liquid regime is evident in the temperature dependence of the specific heat per site, and the magnetization fluctuations T χ (Fig 3.5). The Cv versus
T curve shows a distinct but non-singular peak at T ∗ ≈ 1.3J2 (S) that reflects the

loss of entropy during this crossover from the cooperative Ising paramagnet to the
low temperature limit in which the configurations sampled predominantly obey the
minimum J2 (S) constraint (The Cv /T data give an estimate of 0.32kB per spin for
the residual entropy of such states). In addition, this crossover is also characterized
by a change in the magnetization fluctuations as reflected in the value of T χ. Also,

the spin structure factor evolves continuously (Fig 3.6) from being quite featureless
in the classical cooperative Ising regime T ∗ ≪ T ≪ J1 (S) to developing characteristic cresents of high intensity diffuse scattering in the low temperature semiclassical
spin liquid regime T ≪ T ∗ . The precursors of these features are already present at
T ∼ 2T ∗ .
Experiments on Nd-langasite: As mentioned earlier, recent experiments on the
J = 9/2 easy axis Kagome antiferromagnet Nd-Langasite have seen a liquid-like state
[3, 4] with fluctuating moments and no long range order down to 50mK. From the
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Figure 3.6: Spin structure factor S(~q) shown for three different temperatures, showing
croosover to semiclassical spin liquid regime.
estimated values [5] of the exchange constant and the single-ion anisotropy (J ∼ 1.5K,
D ∼ 10K), it is clear that the predicted crossover from a classical Ising spin liquid
to a semiclassical spin liquid only occurs for temperatures significantly below 50mK
(T ∗ can be estimated to be approximately 16mK).

We therefore expect a simple classical Ising spin liquid description to work fairly
well for the bulk of the temperature range studied in the recent low temperature
experiments. Since correlations in the classical Ising spin liquid are extremely shortranged and featureless, this is consistent with the fact that data from recent neutron
scattering experiments (which probe the spin structure factor) show nearly featureless
diffuse scattering that can be fit quite well to a model of spin correlations in which
nearest neighbour spins are correlated, but there are no correlations of spins further
away from each other. Thus still lower temperatures are needed to see this crossover.
Another possible avenue for exploring this crossover in greater detail would involve
identification of other easy axis Kagome antiferromagnets in which the separation
of scales between J and D is not so large (or the overall scale of both J and D is
somewhat larger) so that the crossover to the semiclassical spin liquid regime occurs
at more easily accessible, higher temperatures.

3.3

Triangular lattice

We now analyze the effect of the J2 (S) term on the low-temperature physics of easy
axis triangular lattice antiferromagnets. As explained before, the minimally frustrated
states of the triangular lattice (which become dominant when T ≪ J1 (S)) can be
represented as dimer coverings on the dual honeycomb lattice, where each site of the
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Figure 3.7: Double plaquettes on the honeycomb lattice corresponding to unfrustrated
bonds can be of four types depending on the number of dimers on their perimeter.

honeycomb lattice has precisely one dimer touching it. The complicated multi-spin
interaction J2 (S) can again be simplified by using the dimer representation. As in
the kagome lattice case, the J2 (S) term, projected into the ensemble of minimally
frustrated states (i.e., dimer coverings on the dual honeycomb lattice), can be written
as (ignoring unimportant constants)

−2J2 (S)Nuf

5
X

nfn

(3.7)

n=2

where Nuf denotes the number of unfrustrated bonds and fn is the normalized
fraction of unfrustrated bonds of the type n, or equivalently fraction of double plaquettes (with no dimer on the edge shared by the two plaquettes) having n dimers on
P
their perimeter (Fig 3.7). Nuf 5n=2 nfn just counts the total number of dimers on the
perimeters of all double-plaquettes corresponding to unfrustrated bonds. Now, every
single plaquette with n dimers is part of 6 − n such double plaquettes corresponding

to unfrustrated bonds, these n dimers therefore contribute with multiplicity 6 − n to
the total number of dimers on the perimeters of all such double plaquettes. Denoting
the fraction of single plaquettes with n dimers on them to be gn (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) and
the total number of such plaquettes on the honeycomb lattice to be Np , we get
Nuf

5
X

nfn = Np

n=1

3
X
n=0

n(6 − n)gn

(3.8)

Ignoring a constant term, the J2 (S) term can thus be written in the following manner
in dimer langauge:
HD = 2J2 (S)

X
P

n2 |nP ihnP |

(3.9)
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where |nP i denotes elementary plaquettes with n dimers on their perimeter. Not-

ing that each dimer is on the perimeter of two elementary plaquettes, we get that
P3
n=0 ngn = 2. This means that the average number of dimers on the perimeter of
a hexagon is 2. From this, it is clear that the minimum of HD is achieved for all
configurations with g2 = 1, i.e. for configurations with all hexagons having precisely
two dimers on their perimeter.

Dimer coverings with all hexagons having two dimers on their perimeter can be
divided into three classes in the following manner. Any dimer on the honeycomb
lattice is in one of three possible directions. Configuration with g2 = 1 only includes
dimers of at most two different orientations, and all bonds of one orientation are
unoccupied. To prove this statement, we note that any dimer configuration can be
obtained from a reference dimer state through dimer moves that involve loops of
dimers and adjacent empty bonds [11], where the dimer move means that the dimers
are shifted to the empty bonds. These loops can be simply constructed by placing
the reference dimer state on the required dimer state and noting the loops where a
dimer of the reference state is followed by an adjacent bond containing a dimer of the
required state. Due to the hard-core constraint on dimers, no two loops can touch
each other. Also, these loops are either closed or system spanning open loops for
an infinite system. Take a reference state in which g2 = 1 and all the dimers are
placed in bonds of a single orientation and bonds in the remaining two directions are
empty. Then it is easy to see that all the loops are system spanning loops (Fig 3.8).
The loops can be categorized into two classes (see Fig 3.8): one in which only one of
the remaining directions is used to construct the loop (call type I), and another in
which both the remaining directions are used up in the loop construction (call type
II). Whenever bonds of both the remaining directions are used to make a loop, the
hexagon containing those two bonds and the adjacent hexagon which contains the
dimer touching the two bonds no longer have exactly two dimers on their perimeter
after the dimer move on the loop is made. Thus, these type II loop moves are not
allowed when considering states with g2 = 1 and only type I loops are permitted.
Moreover, two type I loops which use up two different directions necessarily intersect
each other which violates the dimer constraint. Thus, all type I loops need to be
“parallel” to each other which implies that all bonds of one particular orientation
stay unoccupied when g2 = 1.
These states thus break rotational symmetry in real space. All dimer states where
g2 = 1 and bonds of one orientation necessarily have no dimers can be generated
by placing dimers in one of the two possible ways in parallel rows (made by using
the remaining two directions), where the dimer state on each row can be changed
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Figure 3.8: Loops containing dimers and adjacent empty bonds shown for a reference
state with g2 = 1 (the dimers are represented in red). All the loops are system
spanning. The loops are of two types–Type I loops do not lead to any defect hexagons
(where the perimeter does not have two dimers) while Type II loops necessarily lead
to such defect hexagons.
independently (see Fig 3.9). In the spin langauge, the Ising pseudospins are antiferromagnetically arranged in parallel rows oriented along one of the three principle
directions of the triangular lattice which is spontaneously chosen (Fig 3.10). The spin
state of each antiferromagnetic row can be any one of the two possibilities (related
by a spin flip). A Z3 orientational order parameter to characterize this symmetry
breaking can be defined in the following manner as
Φ=

X
p

−Bp exp(2pπi/3)

(3.10)

where Bp denotes the average of the Ising exchange energy σi σj on all the links hiji

of the pth orientation (p = 0, 1, 2) on the triangular lattice. Note the the U(1) spin
rotation symmetry of the Hamiltonian is unbroken for collinear states.

We explictly check this symmetry breaking by performing simulations of the corresponding interacting dimer model (HD in Eq 3.9) using the loop update algorithm
of hard-core dimer models in Refs [9, 10]. The simulations were done for N = L2
systems where L ranged from 18 to 36. We find that below a critical temperature
Tc ≈ 1.67J2(S) (Fig 3.11), the system orders into the orientationally ordered state
described above, in which the mean Ising exchange energy on a link depends on its
orientation, but not its position. From the double peak nature of the histogram of
the order parameter at the transition (Fig 3.11), we see that the transition has a
first order character. In such an orientationally ordered state, the Ising pseudospins
are antiferromagnetically arranged in parallel rows oriented along one of the three
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Figure 3.9: Dimer states with g2 = 1 and bonds of one orientation having no dimers
can be generated by choosing the dimer state in the rows made up using the remaining
two orientations independently. Each row has two possibilities: either the dimers lie
on the blue bonds or on the green ones.

0

0
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T2

T1
Dimer Representation

T0
Figure 3.10: The orientationally ordered state on the triangular lattice. The Ising
pseudospins are antiferromagnetically arranged on the parallel rows composed of blue
bonds. The average Ising energy of the blue bonds is lower than that of the green
bonds.
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Φ at the transition.
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Figure 3.12: Shown here is the contour plot of the equal time spin structure factor
S(~q) for size L = 24 at 2βJ2(S) = 2.2. The Bragg lines with enhanced scattering are
the signatures of the orientational order. Also shown is the magnetic susceptibility
behaviour of a N = 576 system across the transition.

principle directions of the triangular lattice (Fig 3.10). Also each row fluctuates randomly between the two internal states corresponding to the two antiferromagnetic
arrangements of σ on that row. One can easily calculate the spin structure factor in
the orientationally ordered state when parallel rows fluctuate independently of each
√
other. The structure factor S(~q) has Bragg lines with enhanced scattering (∼ O( N ))
at (qx , π), (π, qy ) and qx + qy = π that correspond to the three possible directions of
the antiferromagnetic rows (here qx (qy ) refers to the projection of ~q onto lattice directions T0 (T1 ) of the triangular lattice as shown in Fig 3.10 measured in units of inverse
Bravais lattice spacing). This is the exactly the behaviour of S(~q) that is observed in
the numerics deep in the orientationally ordered phase (Fig 3.12).
Another interesting aspect of this orientationally ordered state follows from the
exponential suppression [O(e−J2(S)/T )] of the total easy axis magnetization and the
corresponding magnetic susceptibility χ (Fig 3.12). This is because perfect orientational order implies zero magnetization for each antiferromagnetic row of spins.
Defects cost energy of order J2 (S). As long as the corresponding Zeeman energy gain
due to magnetic field B is small compared to the multi-spin interaction J2 (S), the
orientationally ordered phase remains stable leading to a zero magnetization plateau.
Since J2 (S) ∼ J 3 S/D2 , this zero magnetization plateau extends for a range of magnetic fields 0 < |B| < Bc ∼ J 3 /D2 .
Finally, as mentioned before, there is no long range order in the internal states
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of the antiferromagnetic rows in the orientationally ordered phase. However, the different ground states (related by spin flip along an entire antiferromagnetic row) are
not connected by local moves, and require moving an infinite number of spins in the
thermodynamic limit to go from one configuration to another. In fully equilibrated
simulations that employ efficient nonlocal multispin updates, we find that the antiferromagnetic rows fluctuate freely between their two allowed internal states. With
realistic single-spin flip or spin-exchange dynamics, we see that the antiferromagnetic
rows freeze into a random glassy pattern of internal states as we approach Tc . Similar
glassy behaviour due to the formation of extended structures in the system has been
discussed earlier [12] and we touch on this point some more in a later chapter.
To summarize, we have predicted that for S > 3/2, the kagome antiferromagnet
with strong easy axis anisotropy goes into a semiclassical spin liquid state with distinctive and unusual short-ranged correlations below a crossover temperature T ∗ ≈
0.08J 3 S/D2 (for large S), while the triangular magnet undergoes a first order transition at Tc ≈ 0.1J 3 S/D2 to an orientationally ordered collinear state that gives rise
to a zero magnetization plateau for small magnetic fields along the easy axis.
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Chapter 4
Effective Hamiltonian in Finite
field
We now turn to the case where there is a magnetic field B applied along the easy
axis, so that the spin Hamiltonian becomes
H=J

X
hiji

~i · S
~j − D
S

X
i

(Siz )2 − B

X

Siz

(4.1)

i

For the classical problem at D = 0, the ground state has a smoothly increasing magnetization with increasing field before the magnetization saturates to its maximum
value. Thus, there is no magnetization plateau in the pure isotropic case (D = 0).
On the triangular lattice, it is known that 1/S quantum corrections stabilize [1] a 1/3
magnetization plateau where M = Msat /3. Exact diagonalization studies of low spin
(S = 1/2) kagome antiferromagnet [2, 3] also give good evidence for the existence of
a 1/3 plateau in the thermodynamic limit.
In the easy axis case on the kagome and triangular lattices, a 1/3 magnetization
plateau exists even at the classical level when collinear states are prefered because of
the anisotropy D. When D ≫ J, a 1/3 plateau exists over a range of field 0 < B <

4JS in the kagome case. This m = 1/3 state is characterized by a 2 : 1 constraint
that requires two spins on each triangle to be maximally polarized along the field,

and one minority spin to be maximally polarized anti-parallel to the field. States
that satisfy this constraint are still macroscopically degenerate and hence quantum
fluctuations can become important at low temperature. In this chapter, we derive
the effective Hamiltonian H that encodes the effects of quantum fluctuations in a
perturbative expansion in J/D and show that the degeneracy of this subspace is first
lifted only at O(J 6 /D5 ) for any S ≥ 3/2. We also calculate the effective Hamiltonian
39
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using a large-S approach. The 1/3 plateau on the triangular lattice is not considered
here as a unique state (upto lattice symmetries) is obtained in the classical case.

Effective Hamiltonian for m = 1/3 on kagome

4.1

In the presence of a non-zero magnetic field, we split the Hamiltonian H in the
following manner:
H = H0 + V
X
H0 = −D
(Siz )2
i

V

= Vd + Vo = (J

X
hiji

Siz Sjz + B

X
i

Siz − E0 ) +

λJ X + −
(Si Sj + Si− Sj+ ) (4.2)
2
hiji

The ground state of H0 is all spin states in the Ising subspace in which Siz = σi S
P
where σi = ±1. Here E0 is the exchange energy (J hiji Siz Sjz ) of the collinear states

which satisfy the 2 : 1 constraint on each triangle of the kagome lattice. Let us now
calculate the effective Hamiltonian H perturbatively in J/D. To first order, there is
P
P
a potential term J hiji Siz Sjz + B i Siz − E0 . The magnetic field B is chosen here
such that collinear states in which each triangle has two up spins and one down spin
become ground states. These states are still massively degenerate. The degeneracy
is further lifted only by terms at O(J 6 /D5 ) and higher as we show below.

Firstly, the terms in the effective Hamiltonian terms do not depend explicitly on
the magnetic field B since the total magnetization in the z direction is conserved by
the Hamiltonian. The value of B, however, determines the total magnetization of the
system.
Let us define an n bond process to be such that the perturbation Vo (off-diagonal
term) acts on n different bonds of the system. The action of Vo depends purely on
the spin states of the two sites of the bonds on which it acts. The diagonal term Vd
also depends on the spin states of the sites which are directly connected to any of
the sites belonging to the n bonds on which Vo acts in the subspace of states that
P
satisfy the 2 : 1 constraint (see Fig 4.2). This is because Vd = J hiji Siz Sjz − E0
P
and E0 = J hiji Siz Sjz in any collinear state satisfying the 2 : 1 constraint on each
triangle. Hence Vd measures the exchange energy change on the bonds affected by Vo
and the bonds that share a site with these bonds.
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Figure 4.1: The n-bond patterns (bonds are indicated as thick black lines) which give
contributions of O(J 6/D5 ) or lower in the perturbation series.

4.1.1

Diagonal terms

Here we prove that diagonal terms that lift the degeneracy of the ground state manifold satisfying the 2 : 1 constraint occur only at O(J 6 /D5 ). As stated earlier, Vo
acts locally on a bond and just depends on the spin state on that bond. Vd is the
excess energy measured with respect to the energy of the 2 : 1 states and for this,
one just needs to concentrate on the sites directly connected to the sites which are
being changed due to Vo . The 2 : 1 constraint implies that if a site has σ = −1, then

its four nearest neighbors have σ = +1. Similarly, if a site has σ = +1, two of its
neighbours have σ = +1 and two σ = −1, with the two spins belonging to the same
triangle always anti-aligned. These strong constraints severely restricts the processes
which can lift the degeneracy of the 2 : 1 manifold as we will see below.
Since all the energy denominators are O(D) and the matrix elements of the perturbation V are O(J), a term generated at the pth order in perturbation is O(J p /Dp−1).
For a n-bond process, it is simple to determine the lowest order in J/D where such
a process can contribute in the perturbation expansion. This can be worked out by
considering the minimum number of applications of Vo (and no application of Vd )
needed to make a valid diagonal process involving all the n different bonds. For example, if the n bonds form a closed loop (say on a triangle), then the minimum order
when these processes can contribute is O(J n /Dn−1 ). Similarly, if the n bonds form
a completely open pattern (i.e. no part of the pattern is a closed loop), then the
minimum order is O(J 2n /D2n−1 ). The different processes that we need to consider
and the minimum order in J/D when they can appear are shown in Fig 4.1.
• Single-bond processes: Processes where the perturbation Vo acts on a single
bond only cannot lift the degeneracy of the 2 : 1 states. The spins on the bond
have to be anti-aligned for generating non-zero terms. All such bonds have the
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no=4/3 N

Figure 4.2: a) A change in the state of a bond changes the exchange energy on that
bond and on bonds (shown as dotted lines) directly connected to one of the sites of
that bond. b) Single bond processes do not lift the degeneracy of 2 : 1 states. The
bond is indicated as a thick black line.
b)

a)

no = 2/3 N

c)

no=4/3 N

d) no=4/3 N

e) no=4/3 N

no=4/3 N

Figure 4.3: Two bond processes in which the two bonds share a common site The
bonds are shown as thick dark lines (one in black and the other in blue).
same pattern of surrounding spins (see Fig 4.2): +S is connected to two +S
and two −S spins and −S is connected to four +S spins, and the number of

such bonds is the same for all states satisfying the 2 : 1 constraint. Hence
these single-bond processes cannot lift the degeneracy of these states at any
order. The minimum order to which such processes appear in the perturbation
is O(J 2 /D).
• Two-bond processes: Two bond processes, in which Vo acts on two different

bonds, can be of different types. It can be shown that all such processes do
not lift the degeneracy of the 2 : 1 processes at any order. The minimum order
at which such processes appear in the perturbation is O(J 4/D3 ). First, let us
consider processes in which the two bonds share a common site. Such processes
can be divided into five different classes (see Fig 4.3) in which the spins on the
involved bonds have identical nearest neighbour spin patterns and the number
of occurences of each such two-bond pattern is the same for any minimally
frustrated state satisfying the 2 : 1 constraint, proving that they do not lift the
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Type 5
Disconnected Process

Type 5

Type 1

no of Type 1 = 2/3 N
no of Type 2 = 2/3 N
no of Type 3 = 2/3 N
no of Type 4 = 4/3 N
no of Type 5 = 4/3 N

E = E1 + E2
E = E1 + E2

Type 3
Type 2

Type 4

Type 4

Figure 4.4: Two bond processes which do not share a common site. One bond is
shown as a thick black line and other is indicated in different colors depending on its
type. Also shown is an example of a “disconnected process” involving two bonds.
degeneracy.
Now we consider processes in which the two bonds do not share a common site.
Firstly, both bonds should have anti-aligned spins to generate non-zero terms
in the perturbation. If the two bonds are well seperated, any perturbation
at a given order involving these bonds would be zero by to the linked cluster
theorem, as the number of such processes scale as N 2 instead of N (where N
is the number of sites in the system). For example, consider the “disconnected
process” shown in Fig 4.4. Both the sites of the two bonds have the same set
of nearest neighbours (whose spin states stay fixed) as two such bonds well
seperated from each other. This is true for any two bonds with anti-aligned
spins on them as long as the two bonds do not share a site and none of the sites
of one bond are the nearest neighbour of any of the sites of the other bond. The
contribution of all such perturbations at a given order must sum to zero by the
linked cluster theorem.
What about the +− bonds (i.e., the spins being anti-aligned) in which one or
both the sites of a +− bond is nearest neighbour to a site of the other +−
bond. These two bond processes are clearly different from the processes where
the bonds are well seperated. However, such processes can again be divided
into five different classes (see Fig 4.4), where the affected spins have identical
surrounding neighbouring spins in each class. The number of patterns belonging
to each class is the same irrespective of the state being considered in the 2 : 1
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b)

a)

c)

no = 4/3 N

d)

no = 4/3 N

no = 4/3 N

no = 4/3 N

h)

g)

f)

no = 2/3 N

e)

no = 4/3 N
no = 8/3 N

i)

no = 2/3 N
l)

k)

j)
no = 8/3 N

no = 4/3 N
no = 4/3 N
no = 8/3 N

Figure 4.5: Three bond processes in which each bond is connected to at leat one of
the other two bonds. The bonds are shown as thick black lines.
manifold. Thus, two bond process cannot lift the degeneracy of the ground
state manifold either.
• Three bond processes: Three bond processes can be of many types. The first
distinction is whether the three bonds lie on a closed loop (i.e., a single triangle
on the lattice) or not. If the bonds lie on a single triangle, then the perturbation
terms appear at O(J 3 /D2) or higher. It can be easily seen that such processes
do not lift the degeneracy to any order, since the number of such patterns and
the surrounding spins are the same in any 2 : 1 state. If the bonds do not lie on
the same triangle, then the perturbation terms appear at O(J 6 /D5 ) and higher.
Now, let us consider the case when each bond is connected to at least one of
the other two bonds. These processes can be divided into twelve different cases
(see Fig 4.5), each of which have identical spin surroundings when considering
the sites in the 3-bond process. Each of the 12 different cases have the same
number of patterns in any 2 : 1 state and hence the degeneracy is not lifted at
any order by such processes.
Now let us consider three bond processes in which two bonds share a common
site but the third does not share a site with any of these two. When the third
bond does not contain a site which is the nearest neighbour to any site of the
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d)
a)

c)

b)

no = 40/3 N
no = 20/3 N

no = 40/3 N

no = 40/3 N

Figure 4.6: Three bond processes where two bonds share a common site and the third
bond does not share a site with any of these bonds. The first two bonds are shown as
thick black lines while the various positions of the third bond are indicated by thick
blue lines.
other two bonds, then the sum of all such perturbation terms vanishes at each
order by the linked cluster theorem. Let us now consider three bond processes
where this argument cannot be used (Fig 4.6). Since such processes first appear
at O(J 6 /D5 ) where all applications of V are Vo (which just depends on the
spin state at the bond and not on any neighbours), it is enough to show that
the number of such processes is the same for any 2 : 1 state to prove that no
degeneracy is lifted at O(J 6 /D5 ). This is indeed the case and can be proved
by using the 2 : 1 constraint on the ground state manifold. A similar argument
can be used to show that three bond processes where none of the bonds touch
each other do not lift the degeneracy at O(J 6 /D5 ).
• Four bond processes: Four bond processes can be divided into two cases based
on whether three bonds lie on the same triangle or not. When three of the
bonds do not lie on the same triangle, the minimum order at which such terms
can appear is O(J 8 /D7), so we ignore such processes here. However, when three
of the bonds do lie on a triangle, then the minimum order at which such terms
can appear in the perturbation is O(J 5/D4 ). Such processes can be subdivided
into two categories—Case I processes where the bond which is not part of the
triangle has a site of the triangle as one of its sites and Case II processes where
that bond does not touch any of the sites of the triangle. In both cases, it can
be proven that such processes do not lift the degeneracy of the 2 : 1 manifold
to any order (see Fig 4.7). Case I can be divided into five cases and Case II
into four different cases (see Fig 4.7) , where all the cases have identical spin
surroundings and the same number of occurences in any 2 : 1 state, to show
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a)
no = 4/3 N

b)
no =4/3 N

c)
no = 4/3 N

d)
no = 1/3 N

e)
no = 2/3 N

f)
no = 4/3 N
no = 8/3 N
no = 4/3 N
no = 4/3 N

Figure 4.7: Four bond processes where three of the bonds are in the same triangle.From a)-e), the bonds are shown as thick black lines while in f), the three bonds
on a triangle are shown as thick black lines and the various possibilities for the fourth
bond are shown in different colors.
this.
• Five bond processes: Five bond processes can appear only at O(J 7 /D6 ) or
higher, so we do not consider such processes here.
• Six bond processes: Six bond processes which can contribute at O(J 6 /D5) are

the ones where all the six bonds lie on a closed loop. Two different patterns are
possible in such a case: a bow-tie pattern or a hexagonal loop. It can be easily
seen that the bow-tie patterns cannot lift the degeneracy of the 2 : 1 states

at any order in J/D. However, this is not true for the hexagonal loops as the
number of different kinds of loops is not a constant for different members of the
2 : 1 ground state manifold.
At O(J 6 /D5 ), the perturbative terms arise when Vo acts on each of the six
bonds of the hexagonal loop once. The contribution of such processes have
been calculated explictly and these can be written in terms of the following
simple formula (see Appendix B):

Hef f =

X

γ1 ,γ2 ,γ3 ,γ4 ,γ5

hg|Vo|γ1 ihγ1|V |γ2i · · · hγ5|V |gi
(Eg − Eγ1 )(Eg − Eγ2 ) · · · (Eg − Eγ5 )
6 g
=

(4.3)
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Figure 4.8: Six bond hexagonal processes which first lift the degeneracy at O(J 6 /D5).
The dimers on the corresponding honeycomb net are indicated by thick blue lines.
All the matrix elements for Vo in the above formula for these hexagonal processes
equal λJS. Fig 4.8 gives the different choices of intermediate state energies for
each type of hexagonal loop (there are five types) and the corresponding degeneracies of the processes. This information is enough to calculate the terms in the
effective Hamiltonian using the above formula. For the effective Hamiltonian,
we then get (this is written in dimer language here, see Fig 4.8)
Hef f = −

X
λ6 J 6 S 6
(0|70 ih70 | + 2|71 ih71 | + 8|72 ih72 | + 12|73 ih73 |)(4.4)
32(2S − 1)5 D 5
7

where fn is the fraction of elementary plaquettes on the honeycomb lattice which
have n dimers on their perimeter. This can be simplified by using f0 + f1 +
2f2 + 3f3 = 2 since each dimer belongs to two hexagonal plaquettes. Then we
have
Hef f

X
λ6 J 6 (2S)6
|71 ih71 |
=+
1024(2S − 1)5 D 5
7

(4.5)

• Seven bond processes and higher: All such processes can appear in a perturba-
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tive expansion only at orders higher than O(J 6 /D5 ) so we do not analyze them
here.

4.2

Large-S expansion

It is instructive to check the above result for the effective Hamiltonian independently
using the semiclassical large-S expansion procedure of Hizi and Henley [4] (a similar
calculation was performed in a previous chapter for the zero field case). Here we
consider collinear states which satisfy the 2 : 1 constraint and calculate the zeropoint energies of these states due to quantum fluctuations. Any collinear state can
be represented in terms of Ising variables σi at each site. As before, the dependence
of the spin Hamiltonian H on {σi } is made explicit by applying the following unitary
transformation:
!
X 1 − σi
Six
(4.6)
U = exp iπ
2
i
To keep the physics invariant, we need to transform the Hamiltonian H → U † HU in
Eq 4.1. Carrying out this transformation, we get
H = J

X
hiji

J
+
2

σi σj Siz Sjz − D

X
hiji

X
i

(Siz )2 − B

X

σi Siz

i

1 + σi σj + −
1 − σi σj + +
(Si Sj + Si− Sj+ ) +
(Si Sj + Si− Sj− )
2
2



(4.7)

and then representing the spins by Holstein-Primakoff bosons, we get [till O(S)]
X
X †
JS 2 X
JS X
Γij σi σj − BS
σi + 2DS
bi bi −
Γij σi σj (b†i bi + b†j bj )
2 ij
2 ij
i
i


1 + σi σj †
1 − σi σj † †
JS X
†
Γij
(bi bj + bi bj ) +
(bi bj + bi bj )
(4.8)
+
2 ij
2
2

H =

where Γij = 1 if i, j are nearest neighbours on the lattice and zero otherwise. H can
be simplified further by using the 2 : 1 constraint on the collinear states. Firstly,
P
i σi is the same for all states satisfying the 2 : 1 constraint as each triangle has two
σ = 1 and one σ = −1. Thus, it can be ignored. Secondly, on the 1/3 magnetization
plateau, using the conservation of the z component of the magnetization, we have
P
P z
N
N
z
i σi Si = 3 S in the
i Si = 3 S. Doing the unitary transformation U, we get
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“new” basis. Now, using the 2 : 1 constraint, we immediately get
X

σi ni = 0

(4.9)

i

Also, using the fact that each σ = −1 has σ = 1 on all its nearest neighbours and
each σ = +1 has two σ = +1 and two σ = −1 as its neighbours, we get that
−JS

X

σi σj (ni + nj ) = 4JS

X

ni

(4.10)

i

hiji

Then, ignoring constants, we get that
X
αX
H
Γij
= (1 + 4α)
ni +
2SD
2 ij
i




1 + σi σj †
1 − σi σj † †
†
(bi bj + bi bj ) +
(bi bj + bi bj )(4.11)
2
2

J
. Then we calculate the equations of motion of bk and b†k and use
where α = 2D
these to find the zero-point energy as before.

1 √
Hef f ({σi }) = (1 + 4α)(2SD) T r M
2

(4.12)

where the matrix M is defined as
Mik = δik + η(Γik + σi Γik σk ) + η 2 σi Γij σj Γjk

(4.13)

α
Here η = 1+4α
. The trace can be calculated perturbatively by expanding in powers
of η. Using the properties of the 2 : 1 manifold, it can be shown that no degeneracy

is lifted till O(η 5 ) and the large-S answer matches the large-S limit of the effective
Hamiltonian result using a J/D perturbation.

The trace can be expanded in the following manner:

p
η
X12
η3 3
2 X2
2
T r( 1 + ηX1 + η X2 ) = T r 1 + X1 + η (
−
) + (X1 − 4X1 X2 )
2
2
8
16
5
4
η
η
(−5X14 + 24X12 X2 − 16X22) +
(7X15 − 40X13X2 + 48X1 X22 )
+
128
256

η6
6
4
2 2
3
(−21X1 + 140X1 X2 − 240X1 X2 + 64X2 ) + · · · (4.14)
+
1024
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Figure 4.9: Closed loops which contribute to the perturbative calculation of the trace
in Eq 4.14 till O(η 6). Only the hexagonal loops break the degeneracy of the manifold
of the states that satisfy the 2 : 1 constraint.
where the matrices X1 and X2 are the following :
(X1 )ik = Γik (1 + σi σk )
(X2 )ik = σi Γij σj Γjk

(4.15)

The trace operations in Eq 4.14 can be represented in a graphical manner. (X1 )ik
can be represented as a line between two nearest neighbours i and k, while (X2 )ik
can be represented by two lines, one between nearest neighbours i and j and another
between nearest neighbours j and k, where k can be the same as i or different.
All individual terms in the perturbative expansion of the trace have the following
interpretation: We draw a closed loop where the end point is the same as the starting
point i using m lines for a process at O(η m ) (the same bond can have more than
one line) and calculate (X1 )ik and (X2 )ik on the bonds of the loop knowing the spin
configuration. Then the trace of the particular term being looked at is calculated by
summing over the contributions obtained by taking the starting point to be any site
in the lattice. For all processes till O(η 5), it is easy to use the 2 : 1 constraint on
each triangle to show that closed loops with some particular spin configuration on the
sites of the loop will always occur the same number of times for any state satisfying
the 2 : 1 constraint (using arguments similar to those of the previous section). For
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example, a closed loop process that only uses the three bonds on a triangle (it can
have any number of lines) cannot lift the degeneracy of the 2 : 1 states since each
triangle has two Sz = +S spins and one Sz = −S spin. The degeneracy is first lifted
at O(η 6) due to hexagonal loop processes as the number of different kinds of hexagonal
loops is not the same for different members of the 2 : 1 ground state manifold.
The trace on the hexagonal loops can be most easily done by explictly calculating
(X1 )ik and (X2 )ik on the bonds of a given type of hexagonal loop. To illustrate this, we
take the following two examples. Consider the hexagonal loop that has all +S. Then
(X1 )ik = 2 and (X2 )ik = 1 for all the bonds (note that in (X2 )ik here, site i is different
from site k, otherwise the loop cannot be closed in six lines). From this, we see that the
sixth order contribution −21X16 +140X14X2 −240X12 X22 +64X23 = 0. Similarly, consider
a hexagonal loop where +S and −S spins are arranged on alternating sites. Then,

we get that (X1 )ik = 0 and (X2 )ik = −1, using which the sixth order contribution
−21X16 + 140X14 X2 − 240X12X22 + 64X23 = −64. Also, there are 12 ways to construct

the loop here because of 6 choices of the initial point and 2 choices of the orientation of
the loop. We calculate the other contributions similarly, and the effective Hamiltonian
at O(S) (at leading order in α) is:
Hef f = −

J 6S X
(0|70 ih70 | + 2|71 ih71 | + 8|72 ih72 | + 12|73 ih73 |)
1024D 5
7

(4.16)

where the result is written in dimer langauge for notational clarity. This large-S result
precisely matches the large S limit of the effective Hamiltonian obtained earlier using
perturbation in J/D (Eq 4.4).
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Chapter 5
Kagome in finite field
In this chapter, we consider the easy axis kagome antiferromagnet for values of fields
B along the easy axis such that the ground state has magnetization m = 1/3 and
is characterized by a 2 : 1 constraint that requires two spins in each triangle to be
maximally polarized along the field, and one, minority, spin to be maximally polarized
antiparallel to the field. The Zeeman energy gap that drives the formation of this
magnetization plateau is largest for B ∼ 2JS. The plateau however, extends down to
a relatively small onset field that scales as Bonset ∼ J 3 /D2 as we will see later. These

states (satisfying the 2 : 1 constraint) have an extensive degeneracy and a convenient
way to represent them [1] is to encode the presence of a minority spin by placing a

dimer on the corresponding bond on the underlying honeycomb lattice (see Fig 5.1)
. The low temperature physics on the plateau in then determined by the leading
order effective Hamiltonian that acts within this dimer subspace. Most of the results
presented in this chapter have been published earlier in Ref [2]. Reference [3] employed
a closely related procedure for collinear states on the pyrochlore antiferromagnet in
a field, but without anisotropy.
Because of the 2 : 1 constraint, the first term (for any S ≥ 3/2) that breaks
degeneracy of states in the dimer subspace is a diagonal (potential energy) term that
occurs at O(J 6 /D5 ) [2] and which can be written as
H = V (S)
where V (S) =

(2S)6 J 6
1024(2S−1)5 D 5

X
7

|71 ih71 |

(5.1)

and 71 denote hexagonal plaquettes with 1 dimer on

their perimeter (we also use fn to denote the fraction of hexagons having n dimers on
the perimeter later in the chapter). In contrast, the leading off-diagonal term, that
corresponds to changing the state of a flippable hexagon (with alternating ±S values
53
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Figure 5.1: Sublattice rotation symmetry breaking on the m = 1/3 plateau: Dotted
lines denote alternating arrangement of spins with average moment zero; up arrows
correspond to Sz = +S. The dimer representation of the m = 1/3 configurations is
also shown. The low temperature state is also shown in dimer langauge where the
dimers can be either on the green or the blue bonds in each row independently and
the horizontal bonds have no dimers.

5.1. DIMER CONFIGURATIONS WITH F1 = 0
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Figure 5.2: Some dimer configurations which satisfy the no plaquette with one dimer
constraint which do not belong to the class of f2 = 1 configurations.
of Sz around the hexagon) by reversing all spins on it, arise at order J 6S−2 /D6S−3 [2].
This immediately implies the the low temperature physics is very different for the
S = 1 case when compared to S ≥ 3/2 since the off-diagonal term is dominant
(sub-dominant) in the former (latter) case. For S = 1, quantum transitions between
different ground states dominate the splitting of degeneracy. There, a 1/3 magnetiza√
√
tion plateau with 3 × 3 collinear order was obtained in the presence of a magnetic
field along the easy axis [4].

5.1

Dimer configurations with f1 = 0

At low temperatures, the effective Hamiltonian H penalizes any dimer configuration
with hexagonal plaquettes with one dimer on their perimeter. What the are dimer
states that have no plaquettes with one dimer on their perimeter? Any dimer configuration with all plaquettes having 2 dimers on them satisfy this constraint and
minimize H. There are,however, other dimer configurations (see Fig 5.2) that satisfy

this constraint but we have not been able to identify such states fully.

Furthermore, dimer configurations on the honeycomb lattice with f1 = 0 have
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the interesting property that there are no independent loop moves of dimers on closed
loops (which are otherwise arbitrary) which result in another valid dimer configuration
with f1 = 0 on the (infinite) honeycomb lattice. As before, a loop on the honeycomb
lattice is made up of links with dimers followed by adjacent empty links, and the
move consists of shifting the dimers to the empty links along the loop generating
another dimer configuration. Here we indicate the proof of this statement. Consider
the closed path shown in Fig 5.3(a), defined as the perimeter of the polygons enclosed
by the path. An arbitrary closed loop that lies within this basic closed path can be
generated by deleting some hexagons and considering the perimeter of the resulting
polygon (see Fig 5.3(c)). We scan the basic polygon from left to right along rows
of hexagons (lines) not along the direction of scan (as shown in Fig) and define the
corner row of a polygon as Cn (Fig 5.3(a)) if any hexagon of the polygon is not
encountered till the (n − 1)th row. Clearly, the basic polygon can be made bigger to
enclose all closed paths of a certain size on the honeycomb lattice. Now, there are
two basic segments (we call them Type 1 and Type 2, see Fig 5.3(b)) which if present
in a closed path are enough to show that the dimer loop move on that path would
generate a configuration with at least one hexagon with one dimer on its perimeter if
starting from a configuration with no such hexagons. In the Type 1 case, a segment
of the path covers at least four bonds of a single hexagon and the other hexagons
sharing those bonds lie outside the closed path. In the Type 2 case, the segment
is composed of elementary plaquettes which lie in a single row and there can be an
arbitrary number of such hexagons. The other hexagons which share the bonds used
up in the path segment again lie outside the closed path. Now, if the corner row of
the closed path we are considering is Cn , then it is necessarily made by deleting one
or more hexagons from that row. Then this row always contains path segments which
are Type 1 or Type 2 or both (Fig 5.3(c)), which immediately proves that the closed
path cannot be used to define a dimer loop move that gives a f1 = 0 configuration
starting from another.

5.2

Broken sublattice rotation symmetry

To study this interesting dimer model further and get the low temperature phase, we
employ the procedure of Refs [5, 6] to efficiently simulate an interacting classical dimer
model with the given potential energy term–our algorithm employs nonlocal loop
updates but preserves detailed balance in order to generate the correct equilibrium
Gibbs distribution at temperature T . The simulations were done on systems with
L ranging from 18 to 30, where the number of sites in the system is 3L2 . As the
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Figure 5.3: (a) Shown here is a basic closed path which is the perimeter of a polygon
made of 16 hexagons. Any other closed path that can be contained inside this can be
generated by deleting some hexagons and considering the perimeter of the resulting
polygon. The convention for defining the corner rows is also shown. (b) Type 1 or
Type 2 segments in a closed path imply that starting from a state with f1 = 0, a
configuration with defect hexagons (marked as d) where the number of dimers is 1
is produced, if a dimer loop move is done using that path. (c) Four examples of
polygons derived from the basic polygon in (a). The corner row of each path contains
segment of Type 1 or Type 2.
temperature is lowered to below Tc ≈ 0.23V (S), we find that the system undergoes a
transition (Fig 5.4) to a state with sublattice rotation symmetry breaking as shown in
Fig 5.1. In this schematic of the ordered state, one spontaneously chosen sublattice of
spins aquires the maximum polarization +S along the field. In order to then satisfy
the 2 : 1 constraint on each triangle, the spin moments on the other two sublattice
sites then alternate +S, −S, · · · in one of the two possible alternating arrangements
along a stripe. This ordering can be conveniently characterized by using the sublattice
order parameter
Φ=

X

mp exp(2pπi/3)

(5.2)

p

where mp denotes the sublattice magnetization of the pth sublattice on the kagome
lattice (see Fig 5.4 for the behaviour of |Φ|2 as a funtion of temperature). The two
peak structure in the hoistogram of |Φ|2 near Tc (Fig 5.4) provides good evidence for
the first order nature of this transition.
Each stripe can be in one of two possible alternating states and its internal state
can be represented by an (Ising) pseudospin variable σ. From our numerics, we find
very good evidence that these σ fluctuate independently in each stripe and do not
show any ordering. Note that this state has the same dimer representation on the
honeycomb lattice as the triangular lattice ground state at zero field on its dual lattice.
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Figure 5.4: First order transition to the ordered state that breaks sublattice rotation
symmetry upon lowering temperature.
The sublattice symmetry breaking corresponds to the three possible ways of choosing
bonds of a certain orientation which have no dimers on them in a state with f2 = 1
(all elementary plaquettes having two dimers on them). This low temperature state
does not break any translational symmetry nor the U(1) spin rotation symmetry of
the Hamiltonian.

5.2.1

Glassy dynamics

Even though the fully equilibrated system consists of independently fluctuating stripes
that have two possible internal states, this equilibration is achieved in our numerics
because the algorithm incorporates nonlocal loopupdates that can flip a macroscopic
number of spins in one move. However, the dynamics is local in the experimental
system. Such local spin flips cost significant potential energy, and the system needs
to change the internal state of an entire stripe to avoid the potential energy penalty.
Systems with very similar potential energy landscapes have been the subject of earlier
studies [7] which demonstrate glassy behaviour due to the formation of extended
structures in the system. It is thus clear that the low temperature phase of our
system would display glassy freezing of the stripes.
We further investigate the glassy behaviour of the system numerically by imploying
a local algorithm. We consider the following Hamiltonian with Ising spins on the sites
of the kagome lattice:
H = JS 2

X
hiji

σi σj − BS

X

σi + V (S)f1

(5.3)

i

This is identical to our effective dimer model (see Eq 5.1) when JS 2 → ∞. However,
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∆ ≈ 3.57V(S), Tf(L → ∞) ≈ 0.2V(S)
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Figure 5.5: Data for single-spin autocorrelation time τ fit to the Vogel-Fulcher form
(log(τ ))−1 = (T − Tf )/∆; the intercept on the x axis yields Tf , while the slope gives
∆−1 . The extrapolation of Tf (L) to L → ∞ is shown in the inset.

here we keep the ratio JS 2 /V (S) finite as we wish to explore the higher temperature
dynamics, and configurations outside the ‘dimer subspace’ are allowed but exponentially unlikely (as opposed to forbidden). A dimer is still defined by the presence of
σi = −1 when determining the V (S)f1 term. We use purely local two spin exchange
dynamics satisfying detailed balance (with energies calculated according to the above
Hamiltonian) and monitor the temperature dependence of the single-spin autocorrelation function for a range of moderately large values for the ratio JS 2 /V (S). In these
simulations, the magnetic field B is fixed to its nominally optimal value B = 2JS
which places the system close to the center of the m = 1/3 plateau. We find that the
single spin autocorrelation time τ increases very rapidly as we lower the temperature.
Indeed, τ (T ) can be fit well by an activated functional form of the Vogel-Fulcher type
τ (T ) = exp(∆/(T − Tf (L)) (Fig 5.5), thus extending further the analogy to other
models of glass-formers. Vogel Fulcher law describes the slowing down of relaxation
processes associated with many glasses. In our fits, the freezing temperature Tf (L)
drifts somewhat with linear size L, but its extrapolated L → ∞ value (Fig 5.5) is

within 10% of the equilibrium Tc obtained earlier, while the barrier energy scale ∆
shows no appreciable L dependence. We thus conclude that while the fully equilibriated system only breaks sublattice rotation symmetry but not lattice translation
symmetry, slow glassy dynamics that sets in as the temperature is lowered through
Tc forces the system into a glassy state in which the stripe pseudospins also freeze in
a random pattern.
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Onset field for m = 1/3 plateau

Let us now understand how the onset field of the m = 1/3 plateau scales with J/D
and S. We saw earlier that quantum fluctuations generate an O(J 3 S/D2 ) multi-spin
interaction at zero field on the kagome lattice and the collinear states that minimize
this energy have the constraint that no spin is the minority spin of both triangles to
which it belongs. This zero field ensemble is stable to small magnetic fields since the
defining constraint on minority spins does not fix the average magnetization. When
the field is increased further beyond B ∼ J 3 /D2 , the O(BS) Zeeman energy gain of

the m = 1/3 ensemble will begin to dominate over the O(J 3 S/D2 ) potential energy
gain of the zero field ensemble, and this will trigger the onset of the m = 1/3 plateau.
Thus the onset field scales as Bonset ∼ J 3 /D2 .

To summarize, we have predicted an unusual sublattice ordered m = 1/3 magnetization plateau at low temperature in S ≥ 3/2 kagome antiferromagnets with strong

easy axis anisotropy that breaks sublattice rotation symmetry but not translational
symmetry. This is also an interesting example of slow glassy dynamics in a spin
system without any disorder.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have studied kagome and triangular lattice antiferromagnets with
isotropic nearest neighbour Heisenberg interactions J and a single-ion anisotropy D of
the easy axis type. It can be shown that moderately large values of D are sufficient to
make collinear spin states dominate the low temperature physics on both the lattices.
Such kind of a magnetic anisotropy is relevant in certain rare earth magnets. In this
collinear regime, we expect an analysis based on the smallness of J/D to give reliable
results. We use J/D as the small parameter in a systematic perturbative approach
that allows us to calculate the effective low-energy Hamiltonian and the resulting
low-temperature phases.
In the zero field problem, we find that the physics of all S > 3/2 moments is
very different from the previously studied S = 1 case on both the lattices. When
D ≫ J, the low energy states selected by the anisotropy map onto configurations of
the corresponding classical Ising antiferromagnet. Subleading O(J 3 S/D2 ) multi-spin
interaction arising from the tranverse quantum dynamics makes the low-temperature
behaviour very different from the well known classical case. The kagome magnet
goes into a semiclassical spin liquid state with distinctive and unusual short-range
correlations below a crossover temperature T ∗ ≈ 0.08J 3 S/D2 , while the triangular
magnet undergoes a first-order transition at Tc ≈ 0.1J 3 S/D2 to an orientationally

ordered collinear state that gives rise to a novel zero-magnetization plateau along the
easy axis.

We also study the kagome lattice antiferromagnet in the presence of a magnetic
field along the easy axis. For S ≥ 3/2, virtual quantum fluctuations at O(J 6 S/D5 )
help lift the classical degeneracy. We demonstrate the presence of a one-third magnetization plateau for a broad range of magnetic fields J 3 /D2 . B . JS along the easy
axis. The system develops an unusual order that breaks sublaltice rotation symmetry
but not translation symmetry on this plateau due to the virtual quantum fluctua63
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tions. This also provides an example of a spin system which shows glassy behaviour
in the absence of any disorder.

Appendix A
Directed-loop algorithm for Dimer
models
In this appendix, we first briefly discuss the directed-loop algorithm for a hard-core
dimer model (see Refs [1, 2]) on the honeycomb lattice. We then generalize the algorithm to the case of dimer models on the dice lattice where the hard-core constraint
is applicable only on the three-coordinated sites.

A.1

Dimer model on the honeycomb lattice

Consider the dimer model on the honeycomb lattice (finite with periodic boundary
conditions) where each site on the lattice has precisely one dimer touching it. The
algorithm starts by creating two defect sites in a valid dimer configuration where a
defect site is any site that violates the constraint of one dimer touching it. One of the
defect sites stays stationary, while the other keeps moving stochastically in a way that
satisfies detailed balance. In the final step, this defect meets the immobile defect and
they annihilate to give another valid dimer configuration. The motion of the defects
can be visualized as a directed closed loop.
The construction of the directed loop proceeds in the following manner: An entry
site en0 is randomly selected on the honeyconb lattice. The site has a dimer touching
it. The path then starts from en0 and reaches a site p0 through the connecting dimer.
At the pivot site p0 , the dimer through which the site is entered is pivoted according
to detailed balance equations (which we come to later) keeping one end at p0 . The
dimer then touches the site ex0 alongwith p0 . The site ex0 becomes the new entry site
en1 for the directed path and then a new pivot p1 is obtained by using the dimer that
was present on en1 before the pivoting at p0 . The path proceeds in such a manner
65
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ex0

ex1

p1

en2
en1

p0

p2

en0

ex2

Figure A.1: A simple example of a directed loop which gives a valid dimer configuration starting from another one is shown here.

till an exit site exn gets chosen which is precisely the starting site en0 . Then the
pivoting at pn annihilates the two defect sites, en0 which was stationary and exn
which was moving stochastically, and another valid dimer configuration is obtained.
A very simple example of such a directed loop is given in Fig A.1.
Given an entry and a pivot, how is the exit site chosen stochastically? Consider a
dimer model where the potential energy can be expressed as a sum of single-plaquette
P
terms (say V =
7 |71 ih71 |). For detailed balance to be satisfied for the entire
directed loop, it is sufficient to impose it at every step. Thus, we need
Wi Pν (i → j) = Wj Pν (j → i)

(A.1)

where i represents the entry site and j the exit site, and Pν (i → j) is the probability
of choosing j as the exit site given that i is the entry and ν the pivot site. The
weights are exp(−βV ) where V is calculated for the two dimer configurations (before
and after the pivot move). For a single plaquette potential, the weights would just
depend on the dimer states of the three hexagons that share the pivot site ν, before
and after the move. Denoting the sites connected to the pivot site ν as 1, 2, 3 and
aij = Wi Pν (i → j), the detailed balance condition can be written as (Ref [3]):

  
W1
1
a11 a12 a13

  

 a21 a22 a23   1  =  W2 
W2
1
a31 a32 a33


(A.2)

where aij = aji (detailed balance condition) and all aij are non-negative to avoid
negative probabilities. Also, we order the matrix so that W1 ≥ W2 ≥ W3 . The

equations for aij are underdetermined and thus there may be more than one possible
solution. The solutions can be selected such that preferably all aii = 0 so that the path
does not backtrack which is a priori wasteful. Such solutions are called no-bounce
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solutions, and we have
W1 + W2 + W3
− W3
2
W1 + W2 + W3
− W2
=
2
W1 + W2 + W3
=
− W1
2

a12 =
a13
a23

(A.3)

This solution does not remain valid when W1 > (W2 + W3 ) and then some bounces
become necessary to solve the detailed balance equations. One possible solution in
such a case is given below:
a11 = W1 − (W2 + W3 ),

a12 = W2 ,

a21 = W2 ,

a22 = 0,

a23 = 0

a31 = W3 ,

a32 = 0,

a33 = 0

a13 = W3
(A.4)

Knowing how the exit probabilities are chosen from the above solutions, the directed
loops can now be constructed to give valid dimer configurations. The detailed balance
property ensures that the correct equilibrium Gibbs distribution is generated at the
given temperature T for the given single-plaquette potential term.

A.2

Dice lattice algorithm

The dice lattice (dual lattice of the kagome lattice) has two kinds of sites—three
coordinated and six coordinated. The three coordinated sites have the constraint
that exactly one dimer touches each such site. The six coordinated site only have the
soft constraint that an even number of dimers (0, 2, 4 or 6) touches them. However,
the directed loop algorithm of the previous section can be generalized to these kinds
of dimers models as well. We again restrict to the case where the potential energy of
a dimer configuration can be written in terms of single elementary plaquette terms.
In the directed loop construction for the dice lattice dimer model, the entry and
exit sites are always six-coordinated while the pivot sites are three-coordinated. At
the first step, two defect six-coordinated sites are produced (i.e., they violate the soft
constraint of an even number of dimers touching them). Subsequently, one of the
defects moves around stochastically until it meets the first defect. At this point, they
annihilate and a new dimer configuration is obtained. Here the basic moves are of
two types (see Fig A.2). Let us denote the six-coordinated entry site by ν and the
three-coordinated pivot site by i. Then, if there is a dimer on the link between the
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exit

ν

/

i

exit

pivot

ν

/

i

pivot

entry

entry
ν

ν

Figure A.2: The two different kinds of dimer moves shown here: in the first, the dimer
is pivoted using the three coordinated site i to any of the two empty links connected
to that site or left at the original link with certain probabilities. In the second, the
bond connecting the six-coordinated entry site ν and pivot site i is empty, and the
dimer attached to i moves to that empty link with a certain probability or stays at
the original link. The dimer is represented as a thick red line.

two sites, it is rotated to one of the other two links emerging from site i or left where it
′
i
is (bounce process) with probabilities Pνν
′ where ν denotes the new six-coordinated
site that the dimer touches after pivoting. On the other hand, if there is no dimer
on the link between i and ν, then with site i as pivot, we try to rotate the dimer
′
touching it to touch ν instead of the original site ν and denote this probability by
Qiνν ′ . These probabilities can be chosen so that detailed balance is satisfied (as in the
case of a hard-core dimer model). The weights are exp(−βV ) where V is the singleplaquette potential calculated for the two dimer configurations (before and after the
pivot move). For such a potential, the weights would just depend on the dimer states
of the three elementary plaquettes that share the pivot site i, before and after the
i
move. We can use the solutions given in the previous section for the 3 × 3 set of Pνν
′.
For the 2 × 2 set of Qiνν ′ , we take the standard metropolis solution [4]:

P (C1 → C2 ) = 1
W (C2 )
=
W (C1 )

if

W (C2 ) > W (C1 )

else

(A.5)

where W (C1 ) and W (C2) denote the weight of the configurations.
Below we give a summary of the algorithm.
S1: A random six-coordinated site µ0 is chosen with uniform probability for
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choosing any such site (all 6-coordinates sites are denoted by greek letters and all
3-coordinates sites by roman letters). Then, a random three-coordinated site connected to µ0 (call it i) is picked with a probability 1/6.
S2: There is always one dimer touching the site i. If this dimer connects i to the
site µ0 , then with site i as pivot, we rotate this dimer to one of the other two links
emerging from this site, or leave it where it is. Those probabilities are denoted as
Pµi 0 ν . If the dimer is left where it was, the loop closes without doing anything and we
return to step S1. Else we proceed.
OR
′

S2 : On the other hand, if this dimer does not connect i to µ0 , then with site i as
pivot, we try to rotate it to touch µ0 instead of the original site µ it touched. The
probability of doing this is Qiµ0 ν , and with probability Qiµ0 µ0 we do not move the
dimer—here again, the index µ0 denotes the fact that we entered site i from site µ0 ,
but this time along an empty link.
The two different cases explained above can be summarized in a unified way by
stating that each 3-coordinated site j has a matrix of probabilities for changing the
j
orientation of the dimer connected to it. This matrix is denoted by Rνν
′ , where ν
denotes the site from which we entered the site j. If the link is covered by a dimer,
j
j
j
j
then Rνν
. If it is empty, then Rνν
.
′ = P
′ = Q
νν ′
νν ′
′

S3: As a result of S2 or S2 , one additional six-coordinated site ν violates the
(soft) constraint that the total number of dimers touching this site is even in addition
to the site µ0 . We therefore enter this 6-coordinated site ν from the 3-coordinated
site i.
S4: To proceed further, we need to leave ν via one of the six 3-coordinated sites it
is connected to, and in the process heal this defect on site ν. To do this, we enter one
of these sites, say site j, with probabilities Tijν , where the first index i refers to the fact
that this is the probability of entering j from ν given taht we arrived at ν from i in the
previous step. Thus Tijν is a 6 × 6 matrix of these probabilities. We only require that
the matrix is symmetric, that each entry be positive, and that the sum of each row is 1.
S5: We have now entered site j from the 6-coordinated site ν. If there is a dimer
j
connecting j to ν, then we go to S2 and use j as a pivot with probabilities Pνν
′.
OR
S5 : If there is no dimer connecting j to ν, then j is connected by a dimer to some
′

′

′

other 6-coordinated site ν . In this case we follow the procedure of S2 , with j as
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the pivot and probability Qjνν ′ of rotating the dimer to touch ν instead of ν , and
′

probability Qjνν to leave it unchanged (bounce event).
′

′

S6: By carrying out S5 or S5 , we have either healed the defect at ν and entered ν
or bounced back to ν. Let the new 6-coordinated site we have entered thus from j be
′

denoted by ν1 ; thus ν1 can be either ν or ν . We now repeat S4 using the probabilities
Tjjν1′ .
S7: Continue this till eventually, the two defects ν1 and µ0 will meet and annihilate each other.
j
Proof of detailed balance: As stated earlier, we choose the probabilities Rνν
′ to
j
j
satisfy detailed balance at each step, i.e. Bν Rνν ′ = Bν ′ Rν ′ ν , where Bν and Bν ′ are the

respective Boltzmann weights of the two configurations connected by the transition
probability. With these choices for the probability matrices, the probability for the
forward process is
P (i → f ) =

1 1 i
jk
j
k
Rµ0 ν (Tijν Rνν
) × (Tjjν11 Rνj11 ν2 ) · · · (Tjνk−1
jk Rνk µ0 )
1
N6 6

(A.6)

Here, the factor 1/N6 refers to the uniform probability with which the initial 6coordinated site is picked from a total of N6 such sites, and the factor 1/6 refers to
the uniform probability with which one of the 3-coordinated sites connected to it is
entered in the first step of the move.
Similarly, the probability for the reverse process retracting all steps is
P (f → i) =

1 1 jk
νk−1
jk−2
ν i
R
(T νk Rjk−1 ) × (Tjk−1
jk−2 Rνk−1 νk−2 ) · · · (Tji Rνµ0 )
N6 6 µ0 νk jk jk−1 νk νk−1

(A.7)

Detailed balance requires that Bi P (i → f ) = Bf P (f → i). To prove this, multiply
both sides by the product of the Boltzmann weights of all intermediate configurations
that appear during the process of making the loop, i.e. multiply both sides by the
product Bν Bν1 Bν2 · · · Bνk . Rearranging the factors, we write
Bi Bν Bν1 Bν2 · · · Bνk P (i → f ) =
1 1
j
jk
k
(Bi Rµi 0 ν )(Tijν Bν Rνν
) × (Tjjν11 Bν1 Rνj11 ν2 ) · · · (Tjνk−1
jk Bνk Rνk µ0 )
1
N6 6

(A.8)

Now we can use the symmetric nature of the T matrices, and detailed balance condii
tions on the R: Bνl Rνjll νl+1 = Bνl+1 Rνjll+1 νl , Bi Rµi 0 ν = Bν Rνµ
and Bνk Rνjkk µ0 = Bf Rµjk0 νk ,
0
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and rearrange the factors in the above equation to give
Bi Bν Bν1 Bν2 · · · Bνk P (i → f ) =
1 1
i
Bf Rµjk0 νk )
(Tjiν Bν Rνµ
) × (Tjν11j Bν1 Rνj 1 ν ) × (Tjν22j1 Bν2 Rνj12 ν1 ) · · · (
0
N6 6

(A.9)

which is equal to (Bf Bν Bν1 Bν2 · · · Bνk )P (f → i) which proves the detailed balance
condition: Bi P (i → f ) = Bf P (f → i).
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Appendix B
Calculation details for 6th order
term
Below we briefly describe the Van Vleck method of unitary transformations to get an
effective Hamiltonian in a reduced Hilbert space.

B.1

Effective Hamiltonian method

Let the given Hamiltonian H be written as
H = H0 + λV

(B.1)

where the Hamiltonian H0 can be solved and V acts as a perturbation on it. λ
is some small parameter which allows the perturbation to be performed order by
order. Consider the energy levels of H0 first. Let us assume that they are bunched in
manifolds |i, αi, |j, βi etc which are well seperated from each other in energy, where

α, β . . . denote the manifolds and i, j . . . denote the states inside a given manifold.
For this identification to be valid, we require
|Ej,β − Ei,α | ≫ |Ej,α − Ei,α |,

α 6= β

(B.2)

Also, to consider λV as a perturbation on H0 , we need that
λ|hi, α|V |j, βi| ≪ |Ei,α − Ej,β |,

α 6= β

(B.3)

Then the spectrum of H = H0 +λV is also formed of well seperated energy manifolds.
A convenient description of the low temperature physics can then be achieved by
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formulating an “effective Hamiltonian” in the ground state manifold of H0 . We want
α
0
to derive a Hamiltonian Hef
f which acts only inside Eα (the manifold of H0 ) and such
that its eigenvalues coincide with the corresponding eigenvalues of H = H0 + λV to
α
0
a given order in λ. Since Hef
f only acts inside Eα , its eigenstates are different from

the true eigenstates of H. How does one construct such an effective Hamiltonian?

For this, we need to apply a unitary transformation exp(iS) on the Hamiltonian
H,
Hef f = exp(iS)H exp(−iS)

(B.4)

where S is a hermitian operator which is suitably chosen. Let us expand S as a power
series of the form
S = λS1 + λ2 S2 + λ3 S3 + · · ·

(B.5)

Then the following two conditions fix the Sn , (n = 1, 2, · · · ) uniquely and thus deter-

mine the effective Hamiltonian Hef f .
(I) The effective Hamiltonian is constructed to be purely diagonal in the energy manifold of H0 . To satisfy this condition, we demand that
hi, α|Hef f |j, βi = 0,

α 6= β

(B.6)

order by order in λ.
(II) Condition I does not uniquely fix S because for any exp(iS) which satisfies the
above condition, it is also satisfied by exp(iS) exp(iT ) where T does not connect
states in different energy manifolds. This is fixed by imposing the condition that S
be purely off-diagonal,i.e.,
hi, α|S|j, αi = 0

(B.7)

order by order in λ. The effective Hamiltonian Hef f can be derived to all orders by
implementing the above two conditions,
hi, α|Hef f |j, αi = hi, α|H0 |j, αi + λhi, α|V |j, αi


1
1
λ2 X X
hi, α|V |k, γihk, γ|V |j, αi
+
+···
+
2 γ6=α k
Ei,α − Ek,γ Ej,α − Ek,γ

(B.8)
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Similarly, the expressions for all Sn can be derived from the above two conditions.
Here, we give the expressions for the first two:
hiα|S1 |jβi =

−i
hiα|V |jβi
Eiα − Ejβ
X hiα|V |k1 γ1 ihk1 γ1 |V |jβi
−i

X hiα|V |k1 γ1 ihk1 γ1 |V |jβi
Eiα − Ejβ γ 6=α
Eiα − Ek1 γ1
Ejβ − Ek1 γ1
γ1 6=β
1
!
1
1
1 X
hiα|V |k1γ1 ihk1 γ1 |V |jβi(
+
)
(B.9)
−
2 γ 6=α,γ 6=β
Eiα − Ek1 γ1 Ejβ − Ek1 γ1

hiα|S2 |jβi =

1

+

1

To find out the eigenstates of H, we need to simply apply exp(−iS) to the eigenstates
of Hef f .

B.2

6th order term

We now summarize the procedure we used to calculate the 6th order term in J/D in
the effective Hamiltonian for the kagome antiferromagnet in field. Even though, the
calculation looks very tedious, it can be simplified in the following manner. First,
the general expression for H6 can be simplified by using the exact degeneracy of the
ground state manifold of H0 and we give the simplified expression below.
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Figure B.1: Six bond hexagonal processes which first lift the degeneracy at O(J 6 /D5 ).
The dimers on the corresponding honeycomb net are indicated by thick blue lines.
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[S1 , [S4 , V ]] − ([S4 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]] + [S2 , [S3 , [S1 , H0 ]]]
2!
12
[S2 , [S1 , [S3 , H0 ]]] + [S2 , [S2 , [S2 , H0 ]]] + [S3 , [S1 , [S2 , H0 ]]] + [S3 , [S2 , [S1 , H0]]])
i3
i3
([S2 , [S1 , [S2 , V ]]] + [S2 , [S2 , [S1 , V ]]] + [S3 , [S1 , [S1 , V ]]]) + ([S1 , [S4 , [S1 , H0 ]]]
12
3!
[S1 , [S1 , [S4 , H0 ]]] + [S1 , [S2 , [S3 , H0 ]]] + [S1 , [S3 , [S2 , H0 ]]])
i3
([S1 , [S1 , [S3 , V ]]] + [S1 , [S3 , [S1 , V ]]] + [S1 , [S2 , [S2 , V ]]])
3!
i4
([S2 , [S1 , [S1 , [S2 , H0 ]]]] + [S2 , [S1 , [S2 , [S1 , H0 ]]]] + [S2 , [S2 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]
4!
[S3 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]] + [S2 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , V ]]]])
i4
([S1 , [S1 , [S3 , [S1 , H0 ]]]] + [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S3 , H0 ]]]] + [S1 , [S1 , [S2 , [S2 , H0 ]]]]
4!
[S1 , [S2 , [S1 , [S2 , H0 ]]]] + [S1 , [S2 , [S2 , [S1 , H0 ]]]] + [S1 , [S3 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]])
i4
([S1 , [S1 , [S2 , [S1 , V ]]]] + [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S2 , V ]]]] + [S1 , [S2 , [S1 , [S1 , V ]]]])
4!
3 i5
i5
([S2 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]]) + ([S1 , [S2 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]]
10 4!
5!
[S1 , [S1 , [S2 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]] + [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S2 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]] + [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S2 , H0 ]]]]])

i6
i5
([S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , V ]]]]]) + ([S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]]]) |j, αi
(B.10)
5!
6!

i, α|H6 |j, αi = hi, α|
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Now, given a sixth-order process on a hexagonal plaquette, it is useful to first calculate
S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 between any two states that occur in the process. For these 6th order
processes on hexagonal loops, it is easy to verify that
hg|V |k5 , γ5 i = hk5 , γ5 |V |k4 , γ4 i = hk4 , γ4|V |k3 , γ3 i = hk3 , γ3 |V |k2 , γ2i
= hk2 , γ2 |V |k1 , γ1 i = hk1 , γ1|V |gi = JS

(B.11)

To calculate S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , all the S1 values should be calculated for a given process
first, followed by the values of S2 in terms of S1 , then the values of S3 in terms of S1
and S2 and finally the values of S4 in terms of the already calculated S1 ,S2 and S3
(see Eq B.12).
hi, α|S1|j, βi = −i

hi, α|V |j, βi
(Ei,α − Ej,β )

i2
[S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]|j, βi
2!
i2
−hi, α|i[S2 , V ] + ([S1 , [S2 , H0 ]] + [S2 , [S1 , H0 ]] + [S1 , [S1 , V ]])
2!
i3
[S1 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]|j, βi
3!
i2
−hi, α|i[S3 , V ] + ([S2 , [S2 , H0 ]] + [S1 , [S3 , H0 ]] + [S3 , [S1 , H0 ]]
2!
i3
[S1 , [S2 , V ]] + [S2 , [S1 , V ]]) + ([S1 , [S1 , [S2 , H0 ]]]
3!
[S1 , [S2 , [S1 , H0 ]]] + [S2 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]] + [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , V ]]])
i4
[S1 , [S1 , [S1 , [S1 , H0 ]]]]|j, βi
(B.12)
4!

hi, α|i[S2 , H0 ]|j, βi = −hi, α|i[S1 , V ] +
hi, α|i[S3 , H0 ]|j, βi =
+
hi, α|i[S4 , H0 ]|j, βi =
+
+
+

These can be calculated by knowing the energies of the intermediate states that arise
in the processes on elementary hexagonal loops (see Fig B.1). Knowing these, it is
straightforward to calculate the contribution of a process to H6 using Eq B.10. Doing
this calculation, we get the following remarkably simple result for the sixth order
perturbation result of such processes:
H6 =

hg|V |k5 , γ5 ihk5 , γ5|V |k4, γ4 i . . . hk1 , γ1|V |gi
(Eg − Ek5 ,γ5 )(Eg − Ek4 ,γ4 ) . . . (Eg − Ek1 ,γ1 )

(B.13)

